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METEOROLOGY 

ÜDC 551.508.91:621.375.826 

CALIBRATION OF PHOTOELECTRIC AEROSOL SPECTROMETERS 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR:  FIZIKA ATMOSFERY I OKEANA in Russian 
voi zi, No 8, Aug 85 (manuscript received 6 Dec 83) pp 890-892 

NIKIFOROVA, N.K., Experimental Meteorology Institute 

[Abstract] A method is suggested for determining a new calibration character- 
istic of photoelectric aerosol spectrometers deff (r), allowing calculation 
of the geometnc characteristics of the working volume of the device as a 
£?«- ! f-  Sarti:le Si2eS °f aer°So1 Particl" Present in the air sample 
JAS      -MfSe °f th±S charact"istic in the processing of measure- 
conLn^^rn "8nificantly decrease the «ror in determination of aerosol 
S^f 3   * V°me C3SeS increasin8 the upper limit of measurable concen- 
Tw-lToaY m°re  3n Sn °rder °f maSnltude' figure 1; references 4 Russian! 

ÜDC 389.14:543.27 

FEATURES OF METROLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR LIDAR RAMAN SCATTERING SPECTROSrOPY 
FOR MONITORING ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION awmüKjjK, SPECTROSCOPY 

Moscow IZMERITELNAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 5, May 85 pp 56-57 

IVANOV, Ye.K., KOLVENKOV, V.A., KONOPELKO, L.A. and RASTOSKUYEV, V.V. 

[Abstract] Lidar Raman scattering spectroscopy is a promising direction in 
the monitoring of atmospheric pollution. The use of powerful lasers and 

SmTscaXinnfT ^ -"V' P°SSlble t0 real*ze th^Sges of 
mo^?ori^of ^n P   0S^°Py:. the ^ossihi^V  of simultaneous remote 

Raman scattering spectroLpy i^SÄ^'J^^^S rtr in 



the random components can be decreased with an increase in the number of 
pulses (sounding time).  The greatest contribution to the total error is from 
components associated with determination of relative atmospheric transmission 
(transparency) at the lidar and Raman scattering spectroscopy frequencies. 
These components arise due to unmonitorable changes in atmopsheric transparen- 
cy along the sounding path.  The article gives an evaluation of these error 
components.  The evaluation was made for three wavelengths: >>= 0.266, 0.532 
and 0.694,*m for meteorological ranges of visibility of 5-20 km with allowance 
for molecular scattering.  The large errors make control gas mixtures (in 
combination with short cells), simulating a polluted path, a poor means for 
calibration.  In calibrating such lidars it is best to employ a method using 
atmospheric nitrogen or oxygen. Calibration is based on the universality of 
Raman scattering processes for all chemical compounds making up the atmosphere 
and on the constancy of the partial pressures of nitrogen and oxygen. The 
calibration method is described in detail. For calibration of such lidars it 
is desirable that a data bank be formed of Raman scattering sections for the 
principal atmospheric pollutants.  Tables 2; references 7: 5 Russian, 2 
Western. 
[384-5303] 

UDC 53.089.6:389.14:621.375.826 

METHODS IN METROLOGICAL SUPPORT OF LASER SOUNDERS FOR MONITORING ATMOSPHERIC 
POLLUTION 

Moscow IZMERITELNAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 5, May 85 pp 49-51 

GORELIK, D.O., YENGOYAN, T.M., KOZINTSEV, V.l., K0N0PELK0, L.A., M0R0Z0VA 
M.M. and SILNITSKIY, A.F. 

[Abstract] A block diagram of the "Elektronika-02" lidar is given and struc- 
ture and functioning of this instrument (which can be used in monitoring atmos- 
pheric pollutants) are discussed in detail. The processing of signals and 
computation of pollutant concentrations is accomplished automatically using 
an electronic unit for the registry and processing of data.  The principal 
task in the experimental study of the metrological characteristics of the 
lidar is a determination of the random component of the measurement error. 
A program and method for metrological certification were developed for the 
Elektronika-02" lidar.  Several possible methods for lidar calibration are 

ofSthf^'  ^V   "ZT*,that the beSt calib"tion method is computation 
«l? t^  "??   an f al5?ical si8nal both for th* atmosphere and for a short 
cell with allowance for the spectral distribution of laser radiation and the 
values of the absorption coefficients for nitrogen dioxide for different wave- 
lengths.  Specific details of calibration procedures are given in detaU  In 
the course of metrological certification of this lidar thi following metrologi- 

of nitrorSedri:xidC: neinSnablne£\: ran8e °f —•«—«:. of concentrat oT or nitrogen dioxide 0.4-10.0 mg/m3; length of polluted segment of sounding oath 

?0 4m"/ $T    °° End n°lleSS  th3n 1'00°  » f°r the UPP- (10 mg/J      o (0.4 mg/m ) measurement limits respectively; main reduced error in measuring 



nitrogen dxoxide not more than 20%; stability and variation of lidar readings 
not more than 10%; number of measurements which can be averaged automatical, 
2-99, txme requxred for a single measurement not more than 20 s. A procedure 
was also proposed for periodic checking of the lidar during its operation 
Fxgures 1, tables 1; references: 4 Russian. operacxon. 
[384-5303] 

UDC 389.14:543.432.23.089.6 

PROBLEMS IN MONITORING ATMOSPHERIC OZONE 

Moscow IZMERITELNAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 5, May 85 pp 46-48 

BUTKEVICH, V.l., SKVORTSOVA, G.V. and SHALAMYANSKIY, A.M. 

onbth^]- Th; measu^emen^ of atmospheric ozone is presently accomplished 

Ill Aitt*  addition to instrumental errors there are systematic errors which 

source having a spectral distribution of the density of radiation -in tH        , 
mg range 290-350 nm. The atmospheric layer is simulated in a ^T  !  /K" 
tween the light source and the ozonometers to be certified  A bw£ * 
(with 22 components identified) of the un f fn ,!rJ !        Ck diaSram 

is given and discussed in detail? Particular atttntio*  § S^Ctral ozonomete" 
ments of absorption coefficients at "    e  of 2?^ ?" ^^ t0 measure" 
are tabulated.  It is shown thlt  Xa uE    ? 

Qm; Perti*ent data 

fication and calibration^ SSoSiJf c^S^S "^ ^"^ °f Cnti' 
tem based on the UV absorption 3S«I  T?    ?*  y USlng a measurement sys- 
on the Precise Lrcertif?edvaTue of \h

S reali"tion is dependent primarily 
wavelength of thfus^d Ught Iou"rce in LUTV^TT  Coefficie^ at the7 

nm. Figures 1, tables 1- references 18-P ST  ' Ofothe mercury line 253'7 

[384-5303] references 18: 16 Russian, 2 Western. 



RADAR AIDS TYPHOON ASSESSMENT 

Moscow TASS in Russian 0926 GMT 9 Aug 85 

[Text] Kharkov. A unique radar, which has been designed by scientists at the 
Kharkov Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics of the Ukrainian Academy 
of Sciences, makes it possible to spot the birth of a typhoon from space, to 
calculate its power and direction. With the help of the radar, which has 
been installed on board the Soviet satellites Cosmos-1500 and Cosmos-1602, 
it is possible to assess the strength of a typhoon and take precautionary 
steps in good time. 

According to Anatoliy Kalmykov, who is in charge of the work, "the radar can 
survey a strip as wide as 500 km. This means that we can observe the entire 
structure of a typhoon. Photographs clearly show, for example, the so-called 
eye of a typhoon—an area of motionless water in the center, with winds raging 

about it.  The gigantic whirlwind races along with the speed of an express 
train.  It is very important to assess the power of the hurricane speedily and 
accurately. The space radar system which has been designed at the institute 
can do this." 

The scientist disclosed that the system is based on the laws governing the 
reflection of radio waves from the ocean surface. The strength of the wind and 
the power of the hurricane are measured by the height of the wave. Darkness 
and cloud cover are no handicap to the radar—it can make out objects with a 
size of about one kilometer. The system can be applied in a very wide variety 
of economic spheres.  It has been used successfully to convoy ships through 
ice on the Northern Sea Route and in experiments to determine the limits of 
spring river flooding and the structure and composition of agricultural crops. 

Anatoliy Kalmykov noted that the abilities of the radar system have been 
highly praised by scientists from the USA, Canada and other countries. They 
have asked to be allowed to share in the information which has been gained. 

1ustnilke 52 Tb0dJ dOW?' btCTe  We think co°Pe"tion in space should be 

said inkceonclusioTCefUl"t0 '** b*Mf±t °f ^  mank±nd'" the S°Viet scientis< 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/452 



AUTOMATIC TSUNAMI WARNING SYSTEM 

Moscow TASS in Russian 0926 GMT 9 Aug 85 

lESLJladirSu0k* ^ inte8"ted automated system for round-the-clock 

2d nr^^w th^ W°rid'S firSt System of thi* kind is due to research 

territory. 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/452 



OCEANOGRAPHY 

FINNISH-DESIGNED VESSEL TO TRANSPORT OFFSHORE DRILLING RIGS 

Moscow NEDELYA, 21-27 Oct 85, No 43 (1335), p 5 

[Article by A. Savchenko, (Vyborg)] 

[Text] The Vyborg Shipbuilding Plant has begun building semisubmerged dril- 
ling rigs for operation on the coastal shelf. 

Each rig is 100 meters tall and 70 meters wide.  Its giant "floats" will 
hold more than 12,000 tons on the water. In short, the "Shelf" is an impres- 
sive structure. • But how is it to be delivered to its worksite? Shipbuilders 
of Finland's "Wartsila" joint-stock company have proposed a vessel which will 
be capable of taking the "Shelf" on board its deck. Imagine a vessel lowering 
itself 20 meters in the water, maneuvering its deck platform under the "Shelf", 
and then rising in the water again.  Such a vessel will be ready in a year. 

(A photograph was given showing a model of the vessel, which has a giant crane 
at the stern.) 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/53 



FLOATING DOCK TOWED FROM KERCH TO MURMANSK 

Moscow VODNYY TRANSPORT, 24 Oct 85 p 1 

[Article by V. Shchetinin, (Murmansk)] 

vessel "SpitanbF^L»'YHriy YV^^7"  "^ the Sea8°ing Salva*e -d rescue vessel Kapitän Fedotov have delivered a floating dock with a lifting 

for tarrying out this important assignment precisely on schednle? 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/53 



GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION SHIP 'GEOLOG FERSMAN' 

Leningrad LENINGRADSKAYA PRAVDA, 18 Oct 85 p 1 

[Article by V. Yeliseyev] 

[Text] A new seagoing geological exploration vessel, the "Geolog Fersman," 
has docked in the Leningrad seaport. 

The vessel was built by shipbuilders of the city of Nikolayev. It has a 
displacement of 5,800 tons; it is 104 meters long and 16 meters wide.  Its 
two main diesel engines have a total capacity of 7,000 horsepower and makes 
it possible to develop speeds as high as 16 knots. The vessel is equipped 
with a satellite navigation system for ensuring safe sailing. 

The new vessel is intended for exploring the mineral resources of the world's 
oceans. A special complex allows investigations to be conducted at depths 
as great as 6,000 meters. 

The ship carries a crew of 54 seamen. A scientific expedition can work on 
board it in addition to the crew. V.G. Nosenko, captain of the "Geolog 
Fersman," reported that its first departure to sea for the purpose of testing 
its equipment and instruments is scheduled for November 20. 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/91 



EXPEDITIONS  STUDY OCEAN-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM 

Moscow TASS in English 28 Aug 85 

temtcli2LPnP°r ?■  thVtudies initiated by Soviet scientists into short- 
term climate fluctuations is to help expand human economic activity. 

lLtLuhe Sov*et
u
UnWs ^rgest program to study the relationship between the 

Stifte" ait isYCT' jOUrnalists were '»Id at the Soviet OceanogrlpSc Institute.     It is based on research done by Soviet Academician Guriv 
Marchuk in the mid-1970s on compiling weather forecasts for t-3 months 

"V"    those studie*»  scientists took note of an important physical 
aspect of the ocean-atmosphere system:  individual areas  (zones)  of tS 

o°feSeh;ioeb"able linkS With the COndlti0n °f the atmospSnvefvast expanses 

Seasonal observations are no» carried out by expeditions in areas „irt fh. 
maximum -tent of 1,500 by 2,000 kilometers in rive energy-active "„es 

2X™t£. iTlKTlT.r" "^ aCtiVe —•  "Ödland 
or  the SinticTc  tÜe eue^acrÄe ofcne IZi^Ä? *~ 

tare, air temperature, heat content of the uJperUyeror'the1" wt" '«P«"- 

srs^xs: ortne^r"~*~ ~£r~J% SSä, 

/9716 
CS0: 1865/28 



'AKADEMIK KURCHATOV STUDIES CURRENTS, ICE 

Moscow DOMESTIC SERVICE in Russian 0700 GMT 9 Oct 85 

[Text] The results of the scientific research by the expedition, which 

Kurch"to" wm^ef
nin8rd ab°erd the Sclentific r—«Sh vessel "Akademik 

work  Timlin Ji    PfP^3r W°rkerS' cllMtolo8i»t8 and fishermen in their 
"ShLhov" w^^ °V«e V°yfge t0 arCtic ^titudes, wi<* scientists of the Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of the USSR Academy of Sciences takine 

waa™'curarent Ind^Lf'l^^1 Pr°CeSSeS "^ ^erfthe^LlfsJrLm warn current and the water of the Arctic Ocean meet.  The materials gathered 

0ithT7e  aV5? Jf1S f°r comPilin8 long-term forecasts of the weather and 
of the ice and fishing situation in this area of the world ocean. 

/9716 
CSO:  1865/80-E 
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NEW COMPUTER OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA BANK 

Moscow DOMESTIC SERVICE in Russian 0700 GMT;   0801 GMT,   27 Aug 85 

[Text]    A computer data bank for the oceanography of the Pacific and  r^^n 

All the information on the enormous water exDansec MH,™T •       •!'* 
expeditions starting fm™ IQS*   r„  i  ?      5 exPanses gathered on scientific 
is'recorded on magnltfc disks     ' „'f"    ^^ ijves  this date as 1885] 
been made in which 3 So »Jn^r, 7 ^ than 4'000 Journeys have 
computer dSa bank is nor =1 T wnmanm^» have been made.    However,   the 
data ortemplra're    salin^' LZlTl™115 St°™h°™* for «H "«a of 
it is a com^licS^rolram^stt^h1 Ä^hLhV"^' ™m> 

^gotriS it."6 ^'* "--»^^ t0 

-"elf"? t^scieSfirfLet P°Ä V^V^ «*«*•"««. on 
tion and processing of signals from artift    f " ?1S° adapted t0 the receP~ 
data received from space Si J „««<£    5      al 6arth satellites-    Using the 
charts of the surface of the wa^er ^LZW™ PreCiSely Pr°dUCe temP^ture 
seamen. Ster' Whxch 1S very ^Portant for fishermen and 

/9716 
CSO:    1865/26 
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AIDED BY A LASER 

Riga CINA in Latvian 4 Sep 85 p 2 

[Text] Armenian SSR. An original device, capable of concentrating a laser 
beam at a prescribed depth in a body of water, was developed by workers at 
the Sevan hydrobiological station of the Academy of Sciences along with 
workers from the "Aerosol" design bureau in Yerevan. 

An experiment was performed with this laser device, which was installed in a 
helicopter, to determine from afar the volume of phytoplankton (a single-cell 
aquatic plant organism) in the high-mountain Lake Sevan. 

This was necessary in order to precisely determine the lake's food production 
this year and to provide appropriate direction to the fish combines regarding 
the volume limit of the fish harvest. At river estuaries the colored water 
plants will help determine which industrial enterprises dumped untreated 
waste water into the lake. 

Such an experiment also will be performed on Lake Ladoga, where the problems 
are similar to those in Lake Sevan. 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/95 
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OCEANOGRAPHY DATA BANK CAN PROCESS SATELLITE SIGNALS 

Moscow NTR: PROBLEMY I RESHENIYA, 17 Sep-7 Oct 1985, No 9, p 2 

ieeneDSt3intCOmPUt^ ^ ^ "0ceano8"Phy: Pacific and Indian Oceans" has 
nf^nccf A °Perati°n at the Institute of Automation and Control Processes 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences' Far East Research Center.       Processes 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/53 
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TRIALS OF MANNED SUBMERSIBLE CRAFT 'OSMOTR' 

Moscow TRUD 22 Nov 85 p 4 

[Article by I. Mogila] 

[Excerpt] A unique manned submersible craft, the "Osmotr," has successfully 
passed its initial trials in Gelendzhik. This craft was developed by the 
design and experimental bureau of the USSR Academy of Sciences' Institute of 
Oceanology. 

"The 'Osmotr' is intended for exploration in coastal-shelf zones of the ocean," 
related Anatoliy Mikhaylovich Sagalevich, head of the Oceanology Institute's 
laboratory of deep-diving manned submersible craft.  "It is an independent 
craft.  It can travel under water at a speed of 1.5 knots and descend to 
depths as great as 300 meters. Most importantly, researchers with scuba-diving 

lock "an    6 the Craft and retUni t0 ifc St 8reat dePths' through a special 

The trials which took place recently in Golubaya Bay are only one stage of a 

«uWr^r r Te P™gram
u
for the study °f °"*n depths with the aid of manned 

ttT,  Jj    feVelTf St nhe 0ceanol°8y Institute. The scientists also have at 
their disposal two "Pisces" craft that are capable of descending to depths as 
great as 2,000 meters, and an "Argus" craft (600 meters). ? 

Ue
mST

ifkJTf ^.f3ft "Osmotr" has Passed its initial trials, and now 
ILTA  K luadledu

f°r dives next s™*- The "Pisces" craft must also be 
Itt^f  n7   /    Hydronauts wil1 make * number of dives with them in the 

w^er^thToc^n'fLJr086 °' ^^ "* ^^ ^^ °f S^*™1 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/91 
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COMPREHENSIVE STUDIES  IN ENERGY-ACTIVE ZONE OF GULF STREAM    WINTER 19M  TQSA 

22S£££ ^1zCVESSEL  ™" -RCHATOV.^I^VSE
1
^

3
"

1984 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85,  pp 706-709 

SHISHKOV,  Yu.  A.,  BUBNOV,  V.A.  and ARSENYEV,  V.S. 

vessels mentioned in the title into the Northwest Atlantic      rhl » research 

to investigate he« S Ät^^^TS»"?'0'- "* ^ StUdieS »" 

energy •^flcS'S.rÄ^^^g* eerophysical fieide, 
tion of hot and cold eddi«    »J   • related  to  the development and propaga- 
of the hydro'girstructure'orthrL"0^1"611^311" teSting °f * num«ical modfl 
ships was the firsJ «a5L^ J« V ? * j°int exPediti°* of these two 
^LtigatL^n^™ 
U^ol]111 the C°lleCti0n °* rich fac"a° -SrSf " Wlnt6r Snd 
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ÜDC 577.475.551.46 

ROLE OF DETRITUS AND MIGRATING ANIMALS IN FEEDING OF PELAGIC PLANKTONIC FAUNA 
OF THE BOREAL AND TROPICAL PACIFIC OCEAN 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
5 Jan 84) pp 685-691 

SA2HIN, A.F., Oceanology Institute imeni P.P. Shirshov, USSR Academy of 
Sciences, Moscow 

[Abstract] An estimate is made of the magnitude and composition of the flow 
of detritus from the epipelagial zone into deeper waters, as well as the role 
of this detritus flux and of migrating animals in supplying food to deep-water 
fauna. The concentration of detritus was defined as the difference between 
particles formed and utilized in the surface layers. The detritus is consumed 
by bacteria, protozoa and mesoplankton animals, fine and coarse filterers and 
euryphages. At 20°C water temperature, bacteria reach their maximum number 
on dead organic matter falling through the water by the end of one day, by 
which time less than 10% of the initial quantity of phosphorus, and 6-7% of 
protein is left in the descending detritus. Liberation of ammonia nitrogen 
reaches its maximum by the end of the first day and is practically completed by 
the fourth or fifth day. A significant portion of detritus is thus decomposed 
in the euphotic zone.  In the deep zone even though the flow of detritus is 
intense, its food value is slight, and the plankton is predominantly composed 
of carnivorous forms oriented toward food with higher energy value. Figures 2* 
references 51: 20 Russian, 31 Western. ' 
[17-6508] 

FEEDING OF DIAPHUS SUBORBITALIS (MYCTOPHIDAE, PISCES) IN EQUATORIAL INDIAN 
OCEAN 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
29 Jun 84) pp 677-684 

GORELOVA, T.A. and PRUTKO, V.G., Oceanology Institute imeni P.P. Shirshov 
USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow; Ail-Union Scientific Research Institute of 
Marine Fishing and Oceanography, Moscow 

[Abstract] Results are presented from studies of the composition of the diet 
of D. Suborbitalis during various seasons in the western equatorial Indian 
Ocean over the slopes of the Equator seamount at depths as great as 1000 m 
Specimens were caught in March-June 1980, late winter and summer. Specimens 

ni*h* vT ?°m Vonrrclal trawl °Pe"ting *t. 40-200 m depth, primarily at 
ovfr l'nnn    evaluatlon of stomach contents on a 5-point scale was used for 
over 1000 specimens with 673 specimens studied in the laboratory. The feeding 

follow^ rS CT°SS by reconstructin8 «eights of food specimen! grouped as § 

and ZtLr^lnrVMiST' ^?hl?oda» Chaetognatha, Euphausiacea, Decapoda 
and other, including Appendicularia, Ostracoda, Heteropoda, Pteropoda 

16 



fill      £L££  ; /-T TleS  We" f°Und ±n the stomachs of some 60% of the fish.  Copepoda and fish make up the main food sources of D. Suborbitalis 
Euphausiacea significantly less, all other groups amounting to a totS ^157 

3-£ä ^r ÄTsii.'ssirr M=T 
[17-6508] 

UDC 591.524.12 

DETERMINATION OF PRODUCTION OF ZOOFLAGELLATES  IN CENTRAL INDIAN OCEAN 

5'5 SJTS^?1 RUSSlan V01 25'  N° 4*  JU1"AUS 85   Ö»».crlpt received 

Ädty'^^^ *»***. imeni P.P.   Shirshov, 

[Abstract]    An attempt is made to determine the rates of rpnm^,,,,- 
production of zooflaeellahoc -f« «-i,« -« rates ot reproduction and 
the 25th voyage of the research veLT^^' t^** "*" Perf°^d during 
October 19sl fn thetdiTo" an?s^leftS S""2^3l'   *V*-*«- 
and removed from the bathometer witha short    broLJ I1***1' bathometer 

damage.     Specimens were counted Itiot *hort*h*oad 8lass siphon to avoid 
fields,  as well as fSLllS« JLw    * ^"^ation in 10 to 100 visual 
of detritus.     It was fS that ttt^    ° »h*toVla^°« "11s and particles 
the surface horizon of 3£ Centra TnH •* °    generation °f «ooflagellates in 
Times were longest in the a i    ^ °Cean Varied from 24  to « hours, 
the trade currents    varying with th      e«uatorial divergence,  shorter near 

time of observaS;.VaprSd^ion ^i^T^loY'^^" *' ^ 
duction was observed at 120 m or leeper.   "igu« 1    tabL?^ % N° repr°" 11 Russian. «=v«.     ngure x,   tables  3;   references: 
[17-6508] 
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UDC 576.353:582:252(262.5) 

DIURNAL PERIODICITY OF DIVISION OF CERTAIN SPECIES OF TROPICAL SHELF 
PLANKTONALGAE 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
19 Sep 83; after revision 6 Mar 84) pp 664-668 

STOLBOVA, N.G., Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas, Ukrainian Academy 
of Sciences, Sevastopol 

[Abstract] A study is presented of the diurnal rhythms of mitosis in certain 
species of diatomaceous algae and dinoflagellates on the shallow Atlantic 
^iCt]/helf'    llaterials  were collected at 9°24'N, 13°49'W on 29-30 January 

', ! eS/CaUSed depth at the statlon t0 vary from 14 to 18 m, salinity 
3.42-3.48 0/00, water temperature at the surface 26.9-27.4°C. One vertical 
sampling of the water from bottom to surface was taken each 3 to 3.5 hours 
by hoisting a net. The frequency of mitosis was analyzed in preparations 
stained with 2% acetoarsine. Large species present in great numbers were 
selected, including Thalassiothrix Frauenfeldii (Grun), Rhizosolenia 
imbricata v. Schrubsolei (Schroeder), Biddulphia sp. and several species of 
Ceratium. A diurnal periodicity is found to be coordinated among an entire 

SEES'?* !,lth thf d^Urnal ^^ °f divislon trying from species to species, 
It  nreutiVeut0 SaCh °ther* facllitating more uniform distribution 

of dividing cells throughout the day. The diurnal periodicity is related to 
divisor S!   f Parameters of the population, the rate and synchronism of 

ST*!1 Russia^ Ktsterf * ^ "^ " "" "*"• FigUreS *'-  "f™ 
[17-6508] 

UDC 551.465 

SLOW SEISMIC WAVES IN SANDY MARINE BOTTOM MATERIAL 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
13 Jul 83, after revision 19 Dec 84) pp 656-663 

NIKOLAYEVSKIY, V.N., VILCHINSKAYA, N.A. and LISIN, V.P., Earth Physics 

ScienMfl a6"' V?' ^^ USSR ACademy °f Sclences Moscow» All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Marine Geology, Riga 

i^o?faCt] AYailable materials on marine seismoacoustics were analyzed and 
and ä^rPr^entu W6re Performed in °Pe»  and littoral portions of the Schora 
to det^iJ6^^ ^ Kama Reservoir and under laboratory'conditions in order 
rSn^M     "fchanisms of generation of low frequencies under practical 
conditions. The experiments utilized ultrasonic waves at 25-150 ££«<» * 

Iclus rqrf eS1
g6n!rated by an eleCtrlc «Park s"": with mutip^eec "ode 

acoustical signal radiator, a pneumatic source, a 24-kg falling weight a 
pulsed reactive surface-type source and a 40 g powder charge, producing 
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oscillations from 10 Hz to 150 KHz with bottom material loads of 10"3 to 
10kg/cm^ forces of less than 1 N to 10^ N. For the first time, dynamic 
second-order repacking waves are observed under natural conditions in a slow 
!nffaw?aVe at thVntfface between f"e liquid and saturated heterogeneous 
soft bottom material. Figures 4, tables 1; references 24: 17 Russian? 
7 western. ' 
[17-6508] 

UDC 552.124.4:553(265/266) 

LOCAL VARIATIONS OF NODULES IN CLARION-CLIPPERTON ORE PROVINCE 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
5 Jul 83, after revision 11 Nov 83) pp 630-637 

K^oSSirw N;V G?ffiEYB!» V-V" ANIKEYEVA, L.I., CHUDAYEV, O.V. and 

oTsc?SIesc?'Mo;I;w0ceanolO8y Institute imeni p-p-shirshov' USSR
 

Acad-y 

[Abstract] A study is made of local variations in productivity, morphology 
™ flZTi      K 0f/°dulr and their correlation with the facial situation of 
tit 2%Tt f  T ^he.materials of two series of observations made on 
the 28th voyage of the 'Dmitriy Mendeleyev' in the radiolarian belt of the 
ocean in the Clarion-Clipperton ore province southeast of Hawaii? Macroscopic 
and microscopic studies of nodules were performed, their productivity" and 
Z  S°;/eteralned' 3nd dlff"ctometric and'chemica! analysis were under- 
9°3?4'N ^^Vw" rered a/illy Pla±n Wlth depths °f 3007to 600 m at \Z I  , '     °"3 W* The second area was primarily on the surface of a 
slightly hilly plain at 10°02.4'N, 146°29.4'W, depth 5050-5250 »Tn^h- 

r?hea=HriCal n°dUieS a" f0Ld'     In ^e'no^les'froV he° ^iobula "wr"' to the smooth upper surface the content of Mn, and particularly Ni    a 

nodules' Tt'lt  rati° deCreaSe<  The di^tic'and seSentaSn-diagenetic 

SSS^Sft£'cSirit2^ 2 Zn'isY 5^5 timeesWlth ^*V* 

c^r^and^to0"/'20" ^ SOme •»**-* in ^ ^^^1%^' 
4 Sa^S weste'rT' 6Xtent in niCkel-  Fi8UreS 3' tables 3^ refere^esni2: 
[17-6508] 
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UDC 551.465(269) 

ONE MODIFICATION OF ERTEL METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF TURBULENT EXCHANGE 
COEFFICIENTS 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
23 Sep 83) pp 593-596 

PATSIREVA, T.N., Marine Studies and Oceanology Institute, Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences, Varna 

[Abstract] The Ertel method is based on determining the turbulent viscosity 
coefficient by means of the Prandtl hypothesis. Equations are suggested for 
calculating horizontal turbulent exchange tensor components on the basis of 
Euler correlation functions using the Prandtl hypothesis and determination of 
mixing paths by methods similar to the Ertel method. The exchange coefficients 
calculated by the Ertel method and the suggested variant are compared. 
Tables 1; references: 5 Russian. 
[17-6508] 

UDC 551.465.5(261.5) 

STUDY OF VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF TEMPERATURE VARIATION WITH HALF-DAY TIDAL PERIOD 
USING EMPIRICAL ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
3 Oct 83, after revision 3 Feb 84) pp 587-592 

GOLUBEV, Yu.N. and CHERKESOV, L.V., Marine Hydrophysics Institute, Ukrainian 
Academy of Sciences, Sevastopol 

[Abstract] The practical significance of the empirical orthogonal functions 
method is that the random geophysical field it is used to study is represented 
as a sum of modes characterizing the time and space changes in the studied 
process. The method allows estimation of absolute and relative contributions 
of each mode to the initial set of observations. This article applies the 
method to the study of the vertical profile of temperature changes along 
Ampere Bank, which have a semidiurnal tidal period.  It is found that the 
vertical temperature distribution as well as its time course can be represented 
by two or three empirical orthogonal function modes. The maximum dispersion of 
S"atU"/luctuati°nS f" a11 deeP-"ater stations occurs in the upper iSS 
Zllli'r», Thif»axlmuVesults. primarily from the contribution of the first 
empirical orthogonal function, the specific share of the second and third 

in vertically*g " over 100 m depth.  Significant horizontal nonunifor^ity 
in vertical fluctuation energy is observed over the rise, possibly as a result 

FIU^T^^T
611
 ^ Semldiurnal Period of the tide and theba"nk? 

MS ItL,'  tablSS lj references 8: 7 Russian, 1 Western. 
11/-O508] 
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UDC 551.465 

SOME FEATURES OF MEDIUM-SCALE STRUCTURE OF HYDROLOGIC FIELDS IN WESTERN BLACK 
SEA 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
31 Jan 84, after revision 16 Nov 84) pp 572-577 

Sfs^s'andT7* l^'l  BA^SH0V' G-D" MIL0SHEV* G'D- and ^SENOV, V.M., Marine Studies and Oceanology Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 

tSSL 1l UniVer!lt:y imeni »• Okhridskiy; Regional HyLmeteorology Adminis- tration, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Varna Acminis 

[Abstract] The authors undertook quasi-synchronous geologic surveys on board 
the Bulgarian research vessel »Issledovatel' from 3 through 7 August 1981 in 
order to study large- and medium-scale hydrophvsical fiovi «jJ, ! 
area to the west of 29o3(),E and ^t^^f^a^/'^^ « 

in Sr/eaSUrement Stati°nS in the littoral zon* averaged 7.5 nautLSmiles in the deep water area the measurements were performed each 10 ?o 15 ti^t 
shorter than the characteristic internal radius of ^formations ?or" the a"rea 
The eddy structure of temperature, salinity and velocity fields is analyzed 
revealing a vertically stratified eddy structure both in shelf anH Zt 7      ' 

modeTs
ShtiC Calrlatl0nS Perf0rmed Usi^ the Sarkis^an qua i-g'fostrophic  3reaS' 

and in S™ 3 S^8nif±Cant difference ^tween hydrodynamL modL on the shelf 

fÄ"'in the f"°f ^^ ÄI^^E^to 

[17-6508] 

UDC 551.465 

METHOD OF CALCULATING SPEED OF LARGE SCALE CURRENTS BASED ON DENSITY DATA 

f ^8^°568-Itlin RUSSlan V01 "' N° 4> JU1-^ 85 <*™»«ipt received 

U^fZadt^rL^^CLrM-' °Cean0l08y InS— — "• -irshov, 

ÄÄlÄ^S^.^ ^T* ^^  field .»««tly can be 
interest in developing indirect method,  ^ ?Ceaa' There is therefore 
large-scale climate cuSents in lldlti*    i "^ 8te the velocitY field of 
tion on the densi y field only within a sin^^ °'  the °Cean USin* info™a" 
gested in this work, a natural ~^L   J1?  regi°n' 0ne such mefchod is sug- 
(Deep-Sea Research^'vol 24^ No        nf,? e^w°f StOXmel  and Schott .    «. «o ^, 1977, pp 325-329).  Calculation examples are 
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presented. The method presented in this work differs in the method used to 
analyze a predefined system of equations employed in processing the observa- 
tions.  Further studies are required to justify the use of these equations. 
Figure 1, references 5: 1 Russian, 4 Western. 
[17-6508] 

UDC 551.465 

BAROCLINIC INSTABILITY OF LARGE-SCALE CURRENT IN VICINITY OF POLYMODE 
EXPERIMENT 

Moscow OKEANOLOGIYA in Russian Vol 25, No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
13 Mar 85) pp 563-567 

FILYUSHKIN, Yu.B., Oceanology Institute imeni P.P. Shirshov, USSR Academy of 
Sciences, Moscow 

[Abstract] A previous work showed that baroclinic instability of large-scale 
currents represents a possible mechanism of generation of synoptic eddies 
This work uses a two-layer model to continue the study of this question. 
Four different ways of recording the primary current in the area covered by 
len° lymod? exPer^nt are used and the maximum disturbance increase computed 
*L!  !  T      °   t0 corresP°nd with the actually observed synoptic 
rtt  I! in^anu"y 'hrou8h May of 1978. In the description with the best fit, 
2 t£rJ5 ?V£    Primary CUrrent 1S 2U degrees' di"ction of propagation 
,LU  dis'urJan" wave at its *"**"»*  i» 238 degrees, characteristic hori- 
IZl  i« ?£".,     I"' 8ru^h increment is 10° days' Period of disturbance 
ZU« V    yS' ff6 Sh^ft iS 65 and the ratl° of amplitudes of distur- 
bances in upper and lower layers is 1.1:1.0. Figures 2, tables 2; references 
8:  6 Russian, 2 Western. =i.em.e& 
[17-6508] 

UDC 551.465 

EFFECTS OF TRIAD RESONANT INTERACTIONS OF ROSSBY WAVES IN OCEAN 

£'££ ^p°L558l562in RUSSi3n ** "' N° *' ^"^ 85 <™iPt received 

Scwis,AMo;cow
Cean0l°8y InStitUte imeni P'P- ShirShOV« USSR Acad-y °f 

[Abstract] A two-scale expansion method is applied to the dimensionless auasi 
geostrophic equation for the conservation of a potential eddy in the RossbT 
wave triad model to describe the vertical structure of motion  jt< Y , 
that small-amplitude wave disturbances act upon T,  initial^ ^ve whic^has 
constant amplitude.  Curves of maximum growth are found for tZ L?       * 
resonant Rossby wave triads.  The interaction ui .SSJd with^hTSSt'" 
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tionUS      " the PrTry WaVe'     If this Wave is lonSer ^an the deforma- 
h*v?™ * ma^mUm ?r°Wth iS f°Und in a reson^t triad with one component 
having near meridional orientation.     Characteristic energy exchange t mes are 

[17-6508] §UreS    '  references  7:    2 Russian»  5 Western! § 

UDC 551.465.62 

FSEE EVOLUTION OF BAROTROPIC: GEOSTROPHIC TURBULENCE 

TZ 8^pL?49-557n ^^ ^ "'  N° **  ^"^ 85  C™-crlpt received 

SJSSS; Moscow0""01087 InStitUte imeni *'*'   Shirsh°V'  USSR Acad-y of 

ocea"n      Ke i^l^ '"J ffUti°n °f ^"^ turbulent L Tb'rotSpic 
turbuienc^ is1naievLed0f ff^l^ radiuS.and Ross^ w-es on two-dimensional 
of   IJLM       i general description is presented of the evolution 
of two-dimensional geostrophic turbulence.     The direct effect of    ll     based on 

[17-6508] 

UDC 551.465.41:551.558.1 

EXAMPLE OF NOMERICAL AND LABOBATORY MODELING OF COSVEC1ION DEVELOPMENT 

Moscow IZVESTIYAAKADEMI! KAOK SSSR,  FIZIKA AIMOSPEET I OKEANA in Russian 

PP 89^895 '  S   (m»us"i>": ««ived 27 Dec 83, after revision 8 MaJ84) 

SS^^TSsi'ii faces' ^ - "—■ »•'•. »— 

capability of nuaerLal citation "c ^"ciaT "ft " J"»."-1"* 
presented first of the »ethod for p^^TSTA^ ££*£ and 
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the mathematical model; then the results of numerical computation are com- 
pared with physical processes observed in the field.  The laboratory experi- 
ments were performed in a sealed tank 2.2 cm deep, yielding quasi-two- 
dimensionality.  The tank was initially filled with a two-layered NaCl solu- 
tion which was allowed to diffuse.  The results of the numerical calcula- 
tions adequately reproduced the natural features of the observed phenomenon. 
Figures 2; references 3: 2 Russian, 1 Western. 
[10-6508] 

UDC 551.465.3 

NUMERICAL MODELING OF EVOLUTION OF ANNULAR CONSTANT VORTICITY AREAS 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR: FIZIKA ATMOSFERY I OKEANA in Russian 

Q5i'o?o 
8' Aug 85 to**™"^*  received 28 Nov 83, after revision 16 Mar 84) 

pp o/y-ooZ 

K0ZL0V, V.F. and MAKAROV, V.G., Pacific Ocean Oceanology Institute, USSR 
Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] Results are presented from studies of the loss of stability of 
an annular constant-vorticity area by the contour dynamics method. A con- 
stant-vorticity area of this type is the simplest type of doubly connected 
steady configuration. The numerical algorithm used was described in previous 
works  Experimental results are interpreted by analytic analysis of stability 
«M t    11  aPP"^tion- The results obtained in this work can be used to 
estimate the stability of annular flows with transverse velocity shear in 
geophysical systems, as well as to interpret laboratory experiments. 

u „! tables U references 13: 5 Russian, 8 Western. 
LIU—o5UoJ 

UDC 551.2439265.72) 

K^cJ5»°2?Sr ACTIVIT* °F ™<™» ™  «"*» SUNM SHE1T «D 

received"^ S-SH^aE0"01" iD RUSSl- H° 3" *r*» « (-—crip, 

the southvestern portion of the basin „here the Sunde shelf joins the deep- 
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determined.     The same methods were also used at the same time to produce a 
regional profile across the entire South China Sea,   intersecting the major 
morphostructural elements of the basin and allowing determination of the 
general geological position of the region of the major studies southwest of 

iTst if rounTto be6/:171?116"1 riSe Surroundi*S ^ ^elf structured the 
SunL nlf^f tectonxc-magmatic seam separating  the relatively stable 
Sunda plate from an area of active dislocation.     Contemporary volcanic acti- 

InoL^ ™t ^ ^ S6am;  hydr°2en' ethane and carton dioxide gas 
anomalies are observed.     These factors indicate contemporary peripheral seam 

trenlh 7 tt'fJ"™'?»** »°W** evolution of'the Luth CnS\T 
trench.    This structure is assumed to be a fragment of the transreeional 
meridional lineament.  This lineament has manifested itself differently Ja 

edleTLfimanSri fT'^'     ** ^ S0Uth " PaSSeS trough the Western 
thflimiS of ^ ]        and SignS °f itS existence can be traced far beyond 
6 Western! "*        ^"^     FiSures ^  references 11:    5 Russian,  * 
[12-6508]' 

UDC 551.21 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MAGELLAN MOUNTAINS  IN PACIFIC 

received'« ÄTwSo?0l0Gm * EUSSiaD "° 3" "^ 85 '—^ 
VASILYEV,  B.I.,  YEVLANOV,  Yu.B.   and SDUMENKO.  V P       Parley  n„=„  „ 
institute,  Far Eastern Scientific Center, USSR leaded of Sciences ""^V 

l^LlV^ "%LeP=a^^tgeS:81btainerbnrl"
dlfldUal 

the research vessel "Aleksandr Nesmeyanov" in 1983      Dev^J^ dredgln? fr°m 

terranean slopes of the Magellan Mountains at several stftions      ?hJt 

4 Russian,  1 Western figures i,   tables 1;   references 5: 
[12-6508] 
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UDC 553.435'444:551.214 

SULFIDE ORES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO SUBMARINE VOLCANOES AND ISLAND ARC 
HYDROTHERMS 

Moscow VULKANOLOGIYA I SEYSMOLOGIYA in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript 
received 16 Jan 85) pp 26-39 

AVDEYKO, G.P. and KRASNOV, S.G., Volcanology Institute, Far Eastern Scientific 
Center, USSR Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] The search for pyrite ores in contemporary island arcs requires 
an analysis of their location and conditions of formation, which in turn 
requires joint analysis of materials on paleovolcanic province ores and con- 
temporary continental and submarine hydrothermal ore-forming systems.  The 
Devonian pyrites of the southern Urals and Altay area are compared with 
manifestations of contemporary hydrothermal activity. Submarine hydrotherms 
with sulfide ore formation are associated with calderas, volcanic craters and 
domes. Conditions of submarine hydrothermal sulfide ore formation along the 
mid-ocean ridges and island arcs are compared.  Such ores can be formed at 
depths of over 400 m.  Figures 3, tables 1; references 59: 29 Russian 
30 Western. ' 
[16-6508] 

UDC 550.311 

CONVECTION BENEATH CONTINENTS AND OCEANS 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR: FIZIKA ZEMLI in Russian No 7 Jul 85 
(manuscript received 28 Nov 84) pp 3-13 ' 

TRUBITSYN, V.P and FRADK0V, A.S., Earth Physics Institute imeni O.Yu. Shmidt, 
ut>bK Academy of Sciences 

aAdShCnl 7nn H  f m°n^rated that the mismatch in temperatures computed for 
a depth of 700 km depending on whether the upper boundary of the layer in 
which convection occurs is assumed to be the base of the lithosphere or the 
earth's surface can be eliminated by considering the basic difference in the 
roles played by continental and oceanic lithospheres in mantle convection 
Numerical calculation of models of thermal convection in the oceanic upper 

difference with a Rayleigh number several times less than in HI  teBpe"ture 

mantle. Considering that the oceanic lithosphere takes part   tZ° 
tion the temperature at the earth's surface should be taken Is  the condiM™'" 
at the upper boundary of the viscous layer of the mantle in this area  The 
heat-conductive oceanic lithosphere increases the effective thickness"of the 
upper thermal boundary layer and decreases the Nusselt number  A chanaf in 

W IT! °f Tement °f tHe °Ceanic lith°*Phere may lead To  giobfl restructur- 

16* °5 Ru^n;VieiCWer
s

r^.in ^ """ ^  *^S  5> ^" ^ref^ces 
[15-6508] 
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ÜDC 550.834:551.214(265.72)-82 

BASIC FEATURES OF STRUCTURE AND MORPHOLOGY OF VOLCANIC ZONE AND INDIVIDUAL 
SUBMARINE VOLCANOES IN THE VICINITY OF KATUIK AND FU-KUY ISLANDS ON VIETNAM 
SHELF BASED ON CONTINUOUS SEISMIC PROFILING DATA vimaAM 

fe^e™'0«^1 SET""4 in EUSSia" N° 5" Sep-°" 85 (™^ 

[Abstract] A study is made of the results of continuous seismic profiling 
by the central beam method in an area measuring 90 X 90 km with 5 to 15 km 
between runs with detailed studies at intervals of 0.2-0.5 km in some areas, 
n^ar Stuik ^^"f  "^ of/anifest^ions of volcanism on the shelf 
near Katuik Island, where an eruption occurred in 1923. The purpose of the 
marinfvof '! *"*?***  ?he structural position of areas of contemporary aub- 
Zllli/°}CanJ;Sm>  the 8f l°g«al structure of the region and the structure of 
individual volcanoes.  Specifics of Cenozoic volcanism in the territory of 
Vietnam are discussed. The volcanic zone near the two islands in a fragment 
of an area of Quaternary basaltic volcanism surrounding the Mekong depres- 
sion, which in turn is a part of the Cenozoic volcanic province of^sSeast 
Asia. Volcanism has covered the area in recent times, some twenty active 
or ^i!!trUfU"f• both contemporary and buried, having been found? Volumes 
af to  and sTli^    "§ ^^  for the tw° ^lag cones^tudied in detail 
South CMnf <£\      ?J*l'     T!Ct°niC m°Vement related to the formation of the South China Sea and Mekong depressions and glacioeustatic fluctuations in 

n AZrezZ  SlLiflCanfy **luen"d the for-tion of the sedimen'ry cover 
[64-6508?        8UreS  5 references 11:  6 Russian, 5 Western. 

UDC 525.6 

INDIRECT EFFECT OF MARINE TIDES ON GRAVIMETRIC EARTH TIDES KAPG STATIONS 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR:  FIZIKA ZEMLI in Russian No 6 J„n SS 
(manuscript received 30 May 84) pp 14-19 Russian No 6, Jun 85 

VENEDIKOV, A., IVANOVA. M.V and PFRT<?w R TJ  V    _I_ T„_  . i^Tü*--;'" 2KVSÄ.ISE: ass — 

114—Ö508J 
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UDC 681.7.621.384 

ALLOWANCE FOR NONISOCHRONICITY OF PHOTOCHRONOGRAPH INPUT OPTICAL SYSTEM IN 
REGISTRY OF SUBPICOSECOND LASER PULSES 

Moscow IZMERITELNAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 5, May 85 pp 32-34 

KOLESOV, G.V., KORZHENEVICH, I.M., LEBEDEV, V.V. and STEPANOV, B.M. 

[Abstract] When registering subpicosecond laser pulses with a photochrono- 
graph it is important to take into account their distortions by the input 
optical system.  The drawing-out of light pulses by aberrations and by 
dispersion of the refractive index of glass have been dealt with by other 
authors. This article examines effects associated with the nonisochronicity 
nw il*T  °P^cal/ystem (nonisochronicity in image construction on the 
photocathode): drawing-out of the laser pulse and its distortion during 
operation of the photochronograph and image curvature by the time slit on the 
fllT'.r  S  £onlsoc*«nicity arises due to curvature of the laser beam wave 
front at the photocathode.  The problem is examined for a laser with a stable 

tZTttl\WhOSe  radlati0n ±s
c  
llmited ^ a caustic surface.  It is assumed 

causti?e,^as" 8ene"tes a fundamental transverse mode whose intensity on the 
3    ,  e times lef than °n the optical axis.  Computations were made in 
sid-rS   aPP^f^tion.  The following aspects of the problem are con- 
"    n  stic

u
surfaces an<* ray approximation; nonisochronicity of image 

in out   r T  Photocathode; distortions caused by nonisochronicity of 
in-out optical system; admissible inaccuracy in beam focusing by one lens- 
nonisochronicity of input optical system of "Agat" photochronograph in linear 
scanning regime: regulation of photocathode illumination- compensation of 
nonisochronicity of image converter by input optical system? ?Zt ont^i 

nSis^chron-^11 T^™^'     ^^ a" ^"« ^ * z n  he 

l JÖ4-5303J 

UDC 534.37 

AVERAGED LAW OF SOUND DIMUNITION IN IRREGULAR NEAR-BOTTOM SOUND CHANNEL 

Moscow AKUSTICHESKIY ZHURNAL in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 85 pp 537-538 

S^oY'V KULf^' ^G" KRAVTS0V' YU'A" PETNIK°V. V.G. and SABIROV, O.P., General Physics Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences 

ZHURN., Vol 30, No 5. nn 507-S17 TOL? !!, f" (V\G' Kats^lson, et al., ZHURN., Vol 30, No 5 DO 5Ö7-sT7"lQ«IT ,s"J""sr *"•*• ^tsnelson, et al., AKUST. 
adiabatic modes TadUblllctheory (f G tif6 baSiS ?f SUmmation of 

out for Lai acohu£l SU^STffSS.-S^Ä^ISS 
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propagating in a shallow sea (acoustic waveguide) with a variable depth and 
with a negative speed-of-sound profile.  Such a waveguide for the most part 
is characterized by near-bottom sound propagation. The bottom is represented 
by a homogeneous fluid half-space with a density ~ v  , the speed of sound cu 
and a complex refractive index whose imaginary part, determining losses in 
the bottom, is dependent on frequency.  The main contribution to the field is 
from bottom waves (rays not touching the sea surface).  The coefficients of 
attenuation of the lower modes, which correspond to bottom rays, are relative- 
ly small and comparable to one another, whereas for modes corresponding to 
bottom-surface rays the losses increase sharply with an increase in the angle 
of glancing against the bottom.  In this formation of the problem, an expres- 
sion was derived for computing the averaged intensity of sound.  In computing 
intensity by this formula in a real waveguide the measured speed-of-sound 
profiles were interpolated.  The results of computations by this formula and 
the results of computations based on the summation of adiabatic modes are com- 
pared graphically. This comparison shows.that the results of computations 
fSvd °nc

sunmation of adiabatic modes agree fairly well with experimental data 
at both frequencies used. In the case of a frequency of 100 Hz there is good 

S^!!!n%Wit5 the adlabf ™„the°ry and exPeri*ental **« along the entire path, 
If ?X\! %5reqU5CJ °^ 30° HZ thSre iS satisfactory agreement to a distance of 100 km, after which the results somewhat diverge. This discrepancy might 
be lessened by the introduction of bottom-surface rays "into the scheme for 

KTsaol]3^38  lntenSity- F1Sures IS references 5: 3 Russian, 2 Western. 

UDC 534.231.1 

THEORY OF ACOUSTIC NOISE IN DEEP STRATIFIED OCEAN 

££Z fSTSJ8™5™T2?
in Russian No *"• Jul-Aug 85 <™*t -- 

SteVuJsR S ofe^nce:r108iCal ^^  '» *""» S^^ 

iA.fraf] u?&  Pr°Pa8ation of acoustic waves in the ocean is influenced to 
a considerable degree by speed-of-sound stratification. However any strati- 
fication c(z) different from uniform cannot be examined analytically instead 
requxrxng numerical integration of the expressions given in this article 
The problem is therefore investigated by numerical analysis methods af Jer 
clarxfyxng tne principal laws of transformation of the acoustic field and 
thrafa      S\1CS/V nonunifo™ ^ratified medium. This can be done in 
three cases, each of which is examined in detail- in i-h« ^aco „*    I     , 
the parameters entering into the fundamen^af Ration unifo™ medium) an" 
exponential change in density p (z) and a constancy of all ™her parameters 

%l:r= fron
z>TVensiAy?prof^ie and especiai"y a p-fiie ofpahnyP

eers' 
£„LA  / 9*  ^ ' C1'  Z<h3 ' The  exponential density profile corresponds 
initi!? I °H 

an isfhermlc a^°Sphere since the equations describing the 
initial boundary-value problem are also correct for acoustic waves ±1  the 
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atmosphere. The model of a medium with a density jump corresponds to condi- 
tions in the ocean. The in-depth analysis of these cases makes it possible to 
define the general laws of propagation of acoustic waves from noise sources in 
a stratified medium and to determine the characteristic parameters of the 
problem. This can serve as a basis for carrying out numerical modeling. 
References: 5 Russian. 
[455-5303] 

UDC 534.28 

ATTENUATION OF MEAN FIELD DURING WAVEGUIDE SOUND PROPAGATION IN OCEAN WITH 
WAVE-COVERED SURFACE 

Moscow AKUSTICHESKIY ZHURNAL in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
29 Apr 84) pp 511-512 

ABROSIMOV, D.I., DOLIN, L.S. and PECHAYEV, A.G., Applied Physics Institute, 
USSR Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] Sound scattering on the sea surface can result in an appreciable 
attenuation of an acoustic signal propagating in an underwater acoustic chan- 
nel (UAC).  In order to evaluate the coherent component of the signal with 
losses of this type it is possible to adapt known modal programs for the com- 
putation of acoustic fields in regular UAC if appropriate imaginary correc- 
tions are introduced to the wave numbers of the modes—coefficients of 
attenuation of the coherent components of normal waves. This article gives 
derivation of formulas which can be used in obtaining these coefficients. 
The procedure is illustrated in the case of an UAC with an uneven upper 
boundary.  A rectangular area £ with the dimensions Ax and  Ay considerably 
exceeding the wavelength of sound ?v and the roughness correlation radius .£ , 
but small in comparison with the scale of attenuation of the mean field, is 
discriminated at this upper boundary.  The roughness is assumed to be gently 
sloping and small in comparison with the wavelength of sound.  In this formu- 
lation of the problem an expression is derived for the field component singly 
scattered in the sector S? . Due to sound scattering in the uneven sector 5? 
there is a loss in intensity of the coherent field of the mode. Assuming the 
process of attenuation of intensity of the coherent field of an individual 
mode to be exponential, it is possible to find the value of the attenuation 
coefficient of the coherent component of a normal wave (formula (2)).  This 
formula is then analyzed for a case when waves are described by the Pierson- 
Moskovitz spectrum.  The conclusions drawn in the article agree with earlier 
known theoretical and experimental results (such as M. T. Sheehy, et al., 
Measurement of the Attenuation of Low-Frequency Underwater Sound," JASA 
Vol 29, No 4, pp 464-469, 1957). Figures 1; references 5:  3 Russian,  ' 
2 Western. 
[445-5303] 
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UDC 534.28 

SPATIAL COHERENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF FIELD INTENSITY IN UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC 
CHANNEL 

Moscow AKUSTICHESKIY ZHURNAL in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
27 Feb 84) pp 417-422 

ABDULLAYEV, S.S. and PIYAZOV, B.A., Tashkent State University imeni V.l. Lenin 

[Abstract] The spatial-temporal coherence and intensity distribution of the 
low-frequency acoustic field in the ocean are important aspects of oceanic 
acoustics. However, theoretical computations of these characteristics in 
the real ocean is complicated when many factors are taken into account: 
vertical and horizontal inhomogeneities in the ocean, waves on its surface, 
turbulence, etc. Until now it has been impossible to derive precise closed 
expressions for the correlation function and the distribution of the mean 
intensity of the acoustic field even in the case of a horizontally homogeneous 
ocean with an arbitrary vertical speed-of-sound profile.  Such closed expres- 
sions would be of great practical importance because the vertical speed-of- 
sound is dependent not only on place, but also season of the year. Existing 
methods for computing these acoustic field characteristics are based either 
on the geometrical acoustics approximation or on numerical analysis.  In con- 
trast, this article describes an asymptotic method for computing the spatial 
correlation function of the acoustic field in an ocean with an arbitrary 
smoothly changing speed-of-sound profile. The authors examine the specific 
problem of computation of the spatial correlation function and vertical dis- 
tribution of mean sound intensity in a horizontally homogeneous ocean at a 
quite great distance from an extended spatially incoherent source. Expressions 
are derived which describe the oscillatory nature of the vertical distribution 
of intensity. References 11: 9 Russian, 2 Western. 
[445-5303] 

UDC 534.23 

EVALUATIONS OF APPLICABILITY OF WKB APPROXIMATION IN NORMAL WAVES METHOD 

Moscow AKUSTICHESKIY ZHURNAL in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript received 
14 Dec 83) pp 496-501 

PLOTKIN, A.M., Acoustics Institute imeni N. N. Andreyev, USSR Academy of 
Sciences ' 

[Abstract] The WKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin) approximation is the basis 
for a large number of asymptotic methods for computing the acoustic field 
in the ocean. This approximation gives an inexact value of the acoustic 
field in the neighborhood of ray turning points.  If the turning point lies 
in an interval of rapid change in the refractive index great errors will 
arise on the entire further path of the ray; this also applies to the depth 
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derivative of the index. The magnitude of this error will be different, 
depending on the method for interpolating the speed of sound.  In the 
standard interpolation method in each layer the gradient of the square of 
the refractive index is constant.  Then the solution of the transverse 
equation in the layer is given by Airy functions and the use of the WKB 
approximation is reduced to use of asymptotic representations of Airy func- 
tions.  In this article the magnitude of the error in application of the 
WKB approximation in computation of the acoustic field in a stratified ocean 
is related to the inaccuracy in the asymptotic representation of the Airy 
functions. This provides a convenient method for evaluating this error.  Since 
there is an analogy between the acoustic field computed in the WKB approxima- 
tion by the normal waves method and the ray method, the normal waves method 
is used but the terminology of the ray method is employed. Estimates of the 
error in computing the wave number and the amplitude of normal waves are 
made. More precise estimates can be obtained for each individual distance 
(this requires finding the error for normal waves forming the acoustic field 
at this particular distance). Evaluations of the accuracy of the modified 
WKB approximation are given. Figures 2; references: 6 Russian. 
[445-5303] 

ÜDC 621.373.826 

DISPERSION SPREADING OF FEMTOSECOND LIGHT PULSES IN CRYSTALS, AIR AND WATER 

Moscow KVANTOVAYA ELEKTRONIKA in Russian Vol 12, No 6, Jun 85 (manuscript 
received 15 Jun 84) pp 1191-1195 

BIRMONTAS, A., VASILYAUSKAS, V., PISKARSKAS, A. and STABINIS, A., Vilnyus 
State university imeni V. Kapsukas 

[Abstract] Considerable progress has been made in the generation of femto- 
second light pulses. There are now lasers generating light pulses with a 
duration less than 100 fs. A decrease in the duration of femtosecond pulses 
is achieved by linear frequency modulation of the carrier frequency of such 
a pulse in a light guide. It is important to develop femtosecond nonlinear- 
optical devices which take into account dispersion spreading of pulses of such 
short duration. Only fragmentary data have been published on the lengths of 
dispersion spreading in some media.  Considering this gap in knowledge, the 
authors used a computer in a numerical study of the dispersion spreading of 
light pulses in a number of nonlinear crystals: KDP, ADP, LiNbOo, LtTO^ Ae^AsSo 
as well as in air and water.  For example, it was possible to determine the   3' 
WST%Ü 

disPe"ion spreading length Ld in different crystals on wave- 
length in the case of ordinary polarization Sf pulses with a duration of 100 
is.  Since the length of a crystal usually does not exceed several conti- 
meters, in a case Lds >10 cm it is postulated that the dispersion spreading 
of pulses in general is insignificant.  In all the considered crystals there 
is a wavelength region for which the spreading of pulses with a duration of 

w??i h CSnK ! ^f1?"6?' F°r Pulses with a Nation of 10 fs such a region 
will be substantially less.  The dependence of the dispersion length of pulse 
spreading on wavelength is extremely sharp. The absence of light pulse 
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spreading in the second approximation of dispersion theory does not mean that 
the pulse will not spread at all; therefore, the third approximation of dis- 
persion theory must be used. The dispersion spreading lengths obtained for 
different crystals are correct in an examination of pulses without initial 
phase modulation in dispersion media.  In the propagation of Gaussian pulses 
with linear frequency modulation their duration changes with distance. Phase 
modulation of light pulses can be an important factor in shortening the 
dispersion spreading length of femtosecond pulses in the medium. The spread- 
ing of even picosecond light pulses can be important in the nonlinear crystals 
considered. Corresponding data are given for air and water. Figures 3 
tables 1; references 16: 8 Russian, 8 Western. ' 
[423-5303] 
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AWARD NOMINATION FOR WORK ON GEOLOGY OF ATLANTIC FLOOR ENDORSED 

Moscow PRAVDA, 2 Oct 85 p 3 

[Article by L. Brekhovskikh, academician, member of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences] 

[Abstract] The authors write briefly in support of the USSR State Prize 
nomination for the cycle of works entitled "Geological-Geographical Studies 
of the Floor of the Atlantic Ocean." They note that this work represents 25 
years of studies by A. Lisitsyn, Ye. Yemelyanov and A. Hin, the results of 
which have been summarized in five monographs, and they characterize the 
major findings of the research. 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/53 
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TERRESTRIAL GEOPHYSICS 

INSTRUMENTS THAT CAN 'SEE THROUGH THE EARTH' 

Moscow MOSCOW NEWS in English No 26, 85 p 10 

[Text] Experiments in electromagnetic sounding of vast territories at depths 
of dozens of kilometers have been carried out by scientists in the Soviet 
Union. Their instrument uses electromagnetic fields set up by powerful 
magnetohydrodynamic pulse generators. 

Vice-pfesident of the USSR Academy of Sciences Academician Yevgeny Velikhov 
and Mikhail Zhdanov, D.Sc. (Physics and Mathematics), comment on the prospects 
or the research. 

Experiments involving the electromagnetic sounding of the earth's crust were 
first held in the USSR and other countries in the 1950s. But until recently 
geophysicists mainly relied on natural variations in the earth's magnetic 
field in their research. These variations are set up by the interaction of 
streams of ionized gas particles from the sun (solar wind) with the earth's 
magnetosphere and ionosphere at altitudes of 100-200 kilometers. This inter- 
action produces eddy currents which set up secondary (induction) currents in 
the earth and, consequently, electromagnetic fields.  It is the latter that 
carry information on the earth's internal composition. 

The above method, however, involves great difficulties. The thing is that 
the intensxty and shape of magnetosphere and ionosphere sources (sources of 

vfrLs'witn'tLf e;,f " rUie' n0t Certaln-  BeSldeS' their sh*P- continuously varies with time. This is why researchers have been increasingly turning to 

cur«nts°andn;oSs
th f!^0"*8116^ so^ing using artificiaAourc« Use 

III till  ™       Vh! currents can be controlled. The only difficulty was that no sources of adequate power existed. 

Solid-Fuel Engine Harnessed By Geophysicists 

The Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute suggested the use of magnetohydrodynamic 

Hoo8Sr Tt^
Pable °f Pr0dUCing Sh°rt bursts of coloss*l energy of 80-100 thousand kilowatts and a current of 20,000 amperes. 

An MHD pulse generator is a solid-fuel rocket engine that changes the energy 
of the burning fuel into electricity. The solid fuel used for the purpose 
contains additives of easily ionized substances. The resulting jet of 
electroconductive plasma heated to nearly 3000° C rushes at a tremendous speed 
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through a rectangular nozzle of what is called the MHD canal.  Its upper and 
lower walls are made of insulating materials that stand up to intense heat, 
while its lateral walls are lined with refractory metal and serve as elec- 
trodes to draw off the current.  Coils of wire (solenoids) are attached to 
the upper and the lower portions of the MHD canal, which are fed with a 
strong current as soon as the fuel starts burning. They set up a magnetic 
field across the canal and it acts as a sharp brake on the jet of plasma. As 
a result, a strong pulse of current appears between the electrodes. 

This pulse is fed either to two electrodes imbedded in the ground hundreds 
of meters or several kilometers apart or is sent through a big wire loop 
(several kilometers in diameter) laid out on the ground.  In the former 
instance the source of the primary field is called an electrical dipole, in 
the second the source is an induction loop. Currents in the dipole or in 
the loop sharply vary in time, and the pulse has an almost rectangular shape 
and its duration can be 5 to 15 seconds. 

The primary alternating electromagnetic field set up by the current passing 
through the loop or in a dipole gives rise to electric currents in the con- 
ducting layers of the Earth and these currents set up a secondary (induced) 
magnetic field. Special pickups installed on the surface record the effect 
produced by these two fields.  Currents induced in the earth and, corresponding- 
ly, secondary fields, vary with the conductivity of the area under investiga- 
tion. Electrical conductivity of the earth's depths can provide clues to so- 
called thermodynamic and phase states of rocks at great depths, as well as on 
zones likely to contain minerals (deposits of ores are good conductors, while 
oil and gas are poor conductors). 

The Khibiny MHD 

Among the several types of MHD generators designed in the USSR, the 
Khibiny-9 is used to sound the mainland and the shelf areas of the Barents Sea 
to a depth of dozens of kilometers.  The MHD generator is installed on the 
narrow isthmus between Kola Peninsula and Rybachy Peninsula.  Current from the 
MHD generator passes through two massive aluminum wires to metal groundings lo- 
cated in the two bays on both sides of the isthmus. The current spills over 
into the sea in a series of loops of 50 to 100 kilometers in radius.  The loops 

fa^^st-nTn 1 *lectroma8netic fields that sound the depths of the ? 

« Si h   strength of the current at the electrodes of the MHD generator, 
as has been mentioned, is nearly 20,000 amperes, hundreds of time! greater than 

generatoers     8e°ph^ical installations based on internal combustion engine 

ScreLrtne
CdentheofU' in*Jallati°ns. " has become possible to significantly 

increase the depth of sounding, and to survey vast areas using a single instal- 
lation.  In particular, the pattern of conductivity of the earth's crust 

3L\w\area V01* Peninsula has been found by MHD sounding! It should be 
noted that the results have been unexpected.  It was believed in the nas7 for 
instance, that the local crystalline shield was a comparatively homogeneous 
structure composed of rock that does not conduct electricity well  There have 
been found some ten big blocks of varying electric resistance  Experiments 
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have revealed paths capable of conducting electric currents and linked with 
ore-bearing objects, and zones which may contain minerals. 

Subterranean Holograms 

Thus the use of MHD generators in geophysics affords a better insight 
into the maze of electric conductivity of rock at great depths. 

But can the MHD method, besides detecting deposits of minerals, also produce 
their three-dimensional images? It just so happens that it can. A method 
designed in the USSR so far uses a technique based on the idea of optical 
f"^8Ä; ^ difference consists in that the pickups installed on the sur- 
face in MHD sounding register the amplitude and the phase of the electromag- 
netic fields set up by an MHD generator instead of light waves.  Instead of 
Tf J»  ?T  8 ' *? ln hol°8raPhy. the Procedure uses supplementary sources 
-LÜE J ^"rt

J
located on the 8round ^ere the pickups are. The shape of 

signals in them is determined by the pattern of the recorded field. The 
Mnw°maf e?ic/ield set UP fey these supplementary sources is called a migra- 
SSM"} I  Tt  fS th±S fi6ld thSt Pr°duces a three-dimensional image of thf earth's internal composition. 8 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/42 
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COMPUTING CENTER WARNS OF TSUNAMIS 

Moscow TASS in Russian 1110 GMT 16 Nov 85 

[Text] Krasnoyarsk. A gigantic wave, a tsunami, induced by an earthquake 
in the region of the Aleutian Islands, will be able to reach the Columbian town 
of Bahia de Solano, having covered more than ten thousand kilometers, in 15 
hours. This is the conclusion reached by scientists .of the computing center, 
situated in this town of Eastern Siberia. 

"In accordance with a contract concluded with UNESCO, Soviet specialists have 
to work out detailed maps for the passage of tsunamis for 23 inhabited 
points of eight countries situated along the coast of the Pacific Ocean," said 
the director of the center, corresponding member of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences Yuriy Shokin.  "We have already conducted such investigations for 
various sections of the coast of the Kurile Islands and of Sakhalin. Today 

nTrZ^T1    ^ti°nS
J  !

r? US6d here for selectin8 ^tes for the construction 
of new domestic and industrial buildings and installations. Recently for 
example the Tsunami Service warned the population of Sakhalin days in ad- 
oTchilf.   aPProach of a tsun**i caused by an earthquake along the shores 

Now Siberian scientists "play out" on computers various models of tsunamis, 
which may arrive from any seismically dangerous zones of the Pacific Ocean 
to the countries of Southeast Asia. At the end of next year, the specialists 
of all interested states will receive detailed warning maps.      P 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/80 
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LASER RANGE FINDERS, THEODOLITES AID DETECTION OF CRUSTAL MOVEMENT 

Moscow TASS in English 11 Nov 85 

IlrSL Vlad*vostok'  Soviet scientists have detected the movement of the 
earth s crust running into dozens of millimeters a year with the helo of 
laser range finders and theodolites. The experiments were conducted^ the 
technically active islands of the Far Eastern Basin.     conaucte« °* the 

r!t!tS  "rre^P°ndent ha* been told at the Institute of Marine Geology and 
Geophysics of the Far Eastern Center of the USSR Academy of Science! that 

shaPefhiiS^f? Wit\metal ben<* ^rks have been built on top of the cone- 

Along with horizontal measurements vertical measurements are carr-i.rf „.,-. 

minor dispiacements of terrain r^l\?t£™^TJ^\ZT.' 

£s«£.l; ^th^Lti^^rrie'^rr 9r°"b- ™- 

quakes. P t0 reV6al 0ther Possible forerunners of earth- 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/80 
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POST-GLACIAL UNIVERSAL ELEVATION SLOWS 

Moscow TASS in English 28 Aug 85 1359 

[Text] The present generation lives in the age of unloading of the earth's 
crust, Soviet geographers believe.  This means that the earth's crust is 
rising in a vast territory formerly covered by glaciers.  The territory of 
Finland and the Baltic republics, for instance, is rising by 10 mm a year. 
Karelia and the Kola Peninsula are also rising, although at a smaller rate. 

A TASS correspondent was told at the Institute of Geography of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences that the latest observations in the Antarctic have con- 
vinced scientists that the earth's crust is moving upwards in the southern 
hemisphere as well. 

But this process of universal rising is petering out. While in the past, 
when the glaciers were intensively melting, the earth was rising rather fast. 
At present the average annual rate of movement world-wide does not exceed 
several millimeters. 

Leningrad, for instance, has already reached the zero point. Scientists be- 
lieve that next the city and its suburbs, like many other areas all over 
the world, will begin gradually to sink. 

Glaciers covered the northern hemisphere at least four times during a short 
geological period of three million years.  In every ice age, the earth's 
crust sank under the load of ice caps and, when the glaciers had melted, 
lifted up anew. 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/26 
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SOVIET UNION WILL DRILL 22 SUPERDEEP HOLES 

Moscow TASS in English 29 Aug 85 2344 

[Text] Vladimir Mazur, Deputy Minister of Geology of the Russian Federation, 
has told MOSCOW NEWS that 22 superdeep holes are going to be drilled in 
the republic. Twelve of them will be used for the basins' oil-bearing re- 
search and the rest will help in study of the mineral wealth of the regions 
and their tectonic framework. The 12,064 meter Kola hole, for example, has 
already provided information about the structure of the old baltic shield. 

The exploration of the oil and gas resources in West Siberia has been so 
far conducted at no more than 5,000 m. But the geologists believe that rich 
oil and gas deposits are hidden at a deeper level. A new 8-10 kilometer 
urengoy hole will show whether the forecasts are right. 

Geologists hope to open new reserves in the well-studied ore region in the 
Urals. The Ural superdeep well will be drilled near Nizhni Tagil. 

Several holes will be drilled simultaneously in the Timano-Pecherskiy oil 
and gas provmce [European North of the USSR], specifically, near the working 
Vuktylskoye and the recently discovered Zapadno-Soplesskoye gas reserves, 

SffAnf ^ Jff ?Tn "f1?11* there are ProsPects for oil and gas research. 
The footage will be done with a Romanian drilling rig. 

?Ü h*r\f t!blished close Production ties with our Romanian colleagues in 
Sur notedf Pr°SpeCting and ««Potation of oil and gas resources, Vladimir 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/26 
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DISCOVERY IN THE FIELD OF EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION 

Moscow ECOTASS in English No 22, 27 May 85 

earth s crust blocks which shift alone fissure«  TM« til      slzeu
ot the 

possible to draw maps of seismic zonel of a new'tvp^  ^17^ "?*  " 
of the origin of future earthquakes foci and give "drtoX       "n" 
the magnitude of possible earth 4nn. t I detailed characteristics- 

in seismology and has led to I n,«M fT  ? 5   aSlS °f a new direction 
zoning procSure? qualitative basic restructuring of a seismic 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/389 
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COMPUTER-AIDED EARTHQUAKE OBSERVATIONS IN FAR EAST 

Moscow SOVETSKAYA ROSSIYA, 20 Oct 85 p 6 

[Article by S. Saktaganov (Magadan)] 

[Text] Observations of underground tremors and movements of the earth's 
witwh« SJ extreme northeastern part of the country will now be conducted 
Itl^  • \ J? °/    hÜ XfJe8t electronic technology.  Compact computers have 
l^aled at fa"lxties of the seismology team of the Northeast General 

Scientific Research Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences' Far East 
Research Center. They will help the seismologists locate epicenters of earth- 

introduce a bank of seismological data gathered from all over the region. 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/91 
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ECONOMIC WEEKLY VIEWS CEMA GEOLOGICAL COOPERATION 

Moscow EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA in Russian No 41, Oct 85 p 20 

[Text] Under the heading "CEMA: Integration in Action" by I.D. Vorona, 
head of the Geology Department of the CEMA Secretariat entitled "Geologists' 
Cooperation" about cooperation among the socialist bloc's geologists, writes: 
"The main efforts of the countries which engage in cooperation are focused 
on exploration and prospecting for the main minerals, including minerals 
which are in short supply.  This cooperation is based on forecasts of the 
long-term development of the mineral and raw material base and on efforts 
to cover the CEMA countries' rational requirements as regards minerals. 

"One of the key avenues of the work of the CEMA standing commission for 
cooperation in GEOLOGY is the study of the natural laws governing the forma- 
tion and location of oil and gas deposits which includes totaling up and 
reassessing estimated reserves every 5 years. As a result, 11 oil and gas 
basins have been identified on the territories of the European CEMA countries 
including western parts of the USSR and the SFRY and a quantitative evaluation 
of estimated oil and gas reserves down to a depth of 4,000-5,000 meters and 
to a depth of 7,000 meters has been carried out. During the last 15 years 
proven oil and gas reserves in a number of these countries have increased 
which has made it possible to increase extraction or to maintain it at the 
previous level. For instance, around 200 hydrocarbon raw material deposits 
have been discovered and reserves of natural gas have increased markedly in 

ncii" ' Hun8ary» the GDR» Poland, Czechoslovakia and western parts of the 
USSR. 

Estimated reserves of coal in more than 500 basins and deposits have been 
totaled up including those located at great depths and in complex geological 
conditions. The most favorable sectors have been identified and earmarked 
for priority development. 

In forecasting the structure of their fuel and energy balance for the fore- 
seeable future, many CEMA countries envisage a greater role for coal! Mterna- 

studied!rgy SOurces"bitumlnous «hale and geothermal waters-are also beinj 

InM™onvln8 A
OT
 

iTOn:  man8aneSe' chromium' «Wer, lead, bauxite, mercury, 
antimony, and magnesites has been carried out in the Carpathians and the 

SZrS   !8 fundamentally new «Pace and aerial geological survey methods, 
modern computer equipment and regional forecasting techniques 
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Scientific and technical cooperation accounts for more than 50 percent of 
the volume of the joint work carried out within the framework of the com- 
mission. More than 40 national scientific research and design and 
development organizations take part in this cooperation. 

Much attention is being paid to geological prospecting work in fraternal 
socialist countries outside the continent of Europe. 

An international geological expedition has been at work in Mongolia since 
1975. As a result three fluorite deposits have been discovered, and ores 
including polymetals, tungsten, molybdenum, silver and gold have been de- 
tected; a geological map and a mineral deposit map have been compiled. 
Among the deposits evaluated and prospected by the expedition the Undur-Tsagan 
molybdenum and tungsten deposit, the Mungun-tindur silver and polymetal deposit 
and two fluorite deposits in the North Kerulen region are of considerable 
commercial interest. 

Since 1979 an international expedition has been prospecting for nickel, copper, 
chromites, polymetals, phosphates, and asbestos in Cuba. 

Under an agreement signed in 1980 joint prospecting work in the SRV has led 
to the discovery of promising areas as regards bauxites and shows of tungsten, 
molybdenum and rock crystal. 8   ' 

In the seventies multilateral scientific research cooperation was developed 
under programs such as the Intermorgeo, the Intergeotekhnika, Geoinform, and 
interneftegaz. 

Under an agreement between the GDR, Poland and the USSR the Petrobaltik organ- 
ization is prospecting for oil and gas on the Baltic shelf. The first 
positive results have been obtained. 

In the southern part of the Black Sea shelf the USSR and Bulgaria are 
jointly prospecting for ores and construction materials and continuing their 
work m the search for oil and gas. g 

cal^tud^fnf5"76^ Per±0d J' tS Planned t0 "SteP UP "operation in geologi- 
££™S   A I  TJS COUI*rles territories including the SRV, Cuba and 
Mongolia and to build up their mineral and raw material potential in the 

anwholf» fh  
meet±nf the ne6dS °f individ-l —tries and the com^unitj as a whole, the article states in conclusion. V 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/81 
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ALMA-ATA LASER DEVICE MEASURES CRUSTAL MOVEMENT 

Moscow DOMESTIC SERVICE in Russian 0700 GMT 22 Aug 85 

[Summary] Leningrad and Novosibirsk scientists have developed a laser device 
which reacts to the slightest tectonic movements of the earth's crust. The 
device has started operating at the Alma-Ata geophysical observatory in Medeo. 
J ^ ,°n ex5ernal interference, scientists have immured the device in a 
drift hollowed out in a mountain; the temperature is constant there. The 
super-sensitive device reacts to oscillations in a broad range.  Combined to 

If^hl  Ü 5M 
SyStem' SUCh deVlC6S make ifc P°ssible to register any distortion 

on iteanedaroth:rCfa"or:?SeSS ^ lnflUen" °f ^ Md S°lar lnduLd tides 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/26 
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ÜDC 551.7.031(084.2) .-551.35.06+551.244(265.51) 

CHRONOSTRATIGRAPHY OF SEDIMENTARY BASINS ON NORTH BERING SHELF 

££2*5 oT^^^^ * *"*"  N° 3* *^» 85 <"** 
=5^?%Z£ S2SSSInstitute*Far Eastern Sc— 
™MÜ°I

]
 I
A
 
m6th°d hf b6en devel°Ped to test the results of chronostrati- 

Ka2  f! y^S^DaSed °n the emP^"ally established functional relationship 
leveTat ill^J^1™  °f subdivisi°n* ^d absolute elevations of sea   * 

at the t«naar.f«?    fS of *e<;tional subdivisions and absolute sea levels 

sSsF2^"^ ™? SAMT! £ysr 
[12-6508] 

UDC 551.24 

TECTONICS AND GEOLOGICAL NATURE OF THE ASIAN-PACIFIC OCEAN TRANSITION ZONE 

Novosibirsk TIKHOOKEANSKAYA GEOLOGIYA in Russian No 3, May-Jun 85 
(manuscript received 13 Dec 83) pp 3-15 '  y    " 

extending from the outer edees of th» AIZL      ?  article discusses the area 
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the deep-water trenches, island arcs and marginal seas. Geophysical data, 
deep-water drilling and dredging data indicate that the area consists of 
the flooded eastern margin of the continent with essentially continental 
crust, where neoplatform, island arc deep-water trenches were formed during 
various periods of the Cenozoic. The formations continue to develop at the 
present time. A significant portion of the transition zone was formed under 
dilatational conditions accompanied by heating of the deeper zones and 
activation of tectonic processes. Figures 6; references 48: 43 Russian, 
5 Western. 
[12-6508] 

UDC 550.834 

SEISMIC MODEL OF CRUST IN ASIAN-PACIFIC OCEAN TRANSITION ZONE OF KAMCHATKA 

Moscow VULKANOLOGIYA I SEYSMOLOGIYA in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 85 (manuscript 
received 26 Jul 84) pp 83-90 

BALESTA, S.T. and GONTOVAYA, L.I., Volcanology Institute, Far Eastern 
Scientific Center, USSR Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] Data from deep seismic soundings are used to construct a basic 
velocity model of the crust in the transition zone from the Pacific Ocean 
to the Asian continent near Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy. The crust and upper 
mantle in the transition zone feature a contrasting, stratal-block structure 
dominated by fault tectonics, with individual blocks clearly differing in 
structure and velocity characteristics. The crust in the area of contemporary 
volcanic activity has a number of peculiarities including a complex hetero- 
geneous structure of the Cretaceous basement, relatively elevated (in the 
crust) and reduced (in the upper mantle) mean velocities, velocity inversions 
throughout the crust due to complex alternations of sedimentary-volcanic and 
intrusive rock, areas of hydrothermal change and the presence of various 
types of magmatic foci. The crust-mantle transition zone beneath volcanic 
regions shows reduced velocities in comparison with the nearby nonvolcanic 
regions. Figures 4; references: 15 Russian. 
[16-6508] 
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UDC 551.21;550.361+550.36.004.14 

volcanic centers and such volcanic 'apparatus fSS'a^.^"""8 Within 

stratovolcanoes and extrusions.     Structural analvsif Tf rt    I      fS' 
to Avachinskaya Bay reinforces the o^™?    J1""*8** of the territory adjacent 
A complex conLntrL-zonfrstructure of dome ^T^*™ "^ °f the ba^ 
ic center was observed in the region fLlZS?™-11™* typlcal for a volcan- 
endogenous activity of th.'J^g^r^^'^«-^^'*-^ 
tonic movement,  seismicitv an^ t-v,* «. , c center in the form of tec- 
indicates the probable intrvfftheP^nC%0f Holocene v°l"nic apparatus 
activity.  Reserves of theSli^      center into a stage of hydrothermal 
Avachinskaya depression uZll SvoraKeTJ*^ ^ the Quate«ary in the 
vide practical^ li«^^'^1;^^;^ '^»T  Can *"~ 
circular faults forming the structure of IZ1,. i      ,     "^   Rad±al and 

form an additional thermal water depos^f      rht        ?Skaya volcanic center could 
pecting drilling for thermalwater is near Sli Pro^sin8 "ea for pros- 
Aagskiy faben.  Figures 6;  refe^nce":T SsiaT " ^ ^^^~ 
[16-6508] 

ODC 553.7.532.5:550.361(571.66) 

mEMOHmoOmMXC MODELS «O IK,!, «PUOATIO» TO STUDY OF HYDROTHERMAL 

ÄTSZW f™°™ *> -»i« No 4, Jul-Aug 85 <Banuscrlpt 

VORONKOV, V.A., KIRYUKHIN, A.V  SHCROROV V «  „ , 
Eastern Scientific Center) OS^'AcSy of IciencL "n0l0gy InStUUte' F" 

[Abstract] An analysis -u .-r<=sprt-*H n? +U      !_•■,. 
knowledge concerning the~fo«3£ of hydr^heriaf'l™**11»* '° deepen 

/ «.tnermal systems m volcanic areas 
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on K!LK       Processes as a whole, using the Pauzhetskaya structure 
on Kamchatka as an example. The models studied cover the supply of heat and 

Ind'th  '^VT^™ POrti°n °f the dep°Sit aS wel1 as the'hydrody^amic 
and thermohydrodynamic processes. One- and two-layer models are uSd 
yielding new information on the subterranean water resources arrivine'from 
surrounding rock deposits and deeper structures.  The use of thermohydro- 
dynamic models in this area shows their effectiveness for the collection of 
information on geothermal phenomena in areas of hydrothermal processes and 
the distribution of permeability within these areas, the natural flow of 
hydrothermal water and thermal water resources as LiTsl IZ        Z        t ^ 

bilitveSof W heat 3nd Wat" f»^olLarLTlloac  s e .m°T^ePrr: i -e 

usid L Lrtd±? T rde ty m°delin8 is larSely determined by the concepts 
used as the basis of the models.  Thermohydrodynamic models particular^ 
numerical ones, are effective tools for the analysis of known "ncepJs and 

JA]0' neW COnCePtS' Fi8UreS 6J "f— I«: ÄiS^TJLSL 

UDC 551.21:550.34 

PRECURSORS OF VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS 

~Ser^^p\^rGiVA * RUSSIM N° *•jui-^«<—*»' 

S^'of-s;ien°isan01087 In9titUte'  '" EaSte™ Scl-""c <*«„.  W» 

Ä": =2£,i.2Lsrs ä^IäSS ral 
cursors is presented,  and areas of manifestations and So      J Pre" 
appearance of eruptions are discussed      Of *ii  ?K advance 
most useful for short-term DrpH^ al\the Precursors discussed,   the 
complete inform^> on presse^irSa^' f^ K^" 

the m°St 

tion.  Due to the areat vL^Tn    ™? 8 within a volcano before its erup- 
sors  should bfsoughfuling gLphyILareeoPeS T**^1™ ^pes,  precur-' 

Sr™ ■* StrraS ISL=~£. 
[16-6508] 
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UDC 550.837.6 

SPECIFICS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF MULTIPLE-SPACED ARRAYS OF FREQUENCY 
SOUNDING AND RESISTIVITY DETECTORS OVER HORST 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR: FIZIKA ZEMLI in Russian No 7 Jul 85 
(manuscript received 25 Jan 82) pp 51-59 

KUZNETSOV, A.N., Naro-Fominsk Division, Ail-Union Scientific Research 
Institute of Geophysics 

[Abstract] Methods of physical modeling are used to study the behavior of 
various components of the electromagnetic field of an electrical dipole over 
a two-dimensional model of a projection in a nonconducting base, using an 
electrolytic model. The width of the projection was variable, L/h1=3?57-10 7 
The remote sounding installations were located at r/h1=1.43-14.3.  Two- 
dimensional structures at the reference level can be located in the geo- 
electric cross-section and contoured by this method. Placement of the supply 
dipole over or near the heterogeneity is an obstacle to location of hetero- 
geneities near the receiving dipole. Quantitative interpretation of the re- 
sults Produced is possible only for a system of observations from several 
places with different positions of the supply dipole. Figures 6; references: 

UDC .550.837.6 

^CES^LLr1^8 AT 10"3-104S IN MÜRMANSK BL0CK 0' KOLA PENINSULA 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR:  FIZIKA ZEMLI in Russian No 6, Jun 85 
(manuscript received 26 Apr 84) pp 48-56 

VAGIN, S.A., VARDANYANTS, I.L., KOVTUN, A.A., KOKVINA Ye L  MOTWYTO 

A:l-'zhdInovEV' A,A- 3nd USPENSKIY> N'L' ^^ Statru;iversityEImeni 

[Abstract] Soundings over the broad interval of periods mentioned in the 
^    Te Performed ln two regions-the central Murmansk block of the Kola 
peninsula between the Teriberka and Voronya rivers, where studies were 
previously performed, and central Karelia near Tiksha and Muyezero A  crus 
nUS oTlO* £V£litUdlnal C°nduCtivit? of 20-50 Sm was observed <«. a aepcn or iu lan in the former area. 14 km -fn Hio lo«-«-«,.  A     , 

£«iveboundarv was found at . deptToflo-VLt hV  o^er are"o0 
km in the latter. Reduced resistivity in the upper Precambrian trust is ~, 
a rare phenomenon.  The position of the conductive lajer^n the crust or the 

SiSTSJ" not sei"0 •"?"»*«"«• 1th the position of » at r- 

"aclicanrthro" h u "the £?*££**£ £"! ** "^^ 
unssi"tables ls re£ere"s i8^6 R

 °a- ts1 s.18 »« y" —• 

A crustal 
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PHYSICS OF ATMOSPHERE 

UDC 551.510.42:551.521.31 

POSSIBILITY OF STUDYING FINE STRUCTURE OF SPECTRUM OF PARTT-T* cx7*o ™ 
INVERSION OF OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS     b^CTRJM 0F PARTIBLE SIZES BY 

Moscow IZVESTIYAAKADEMII NAUK SSSR:  FIZIKA ATMOSFERY I OKEANA in Russian 

loVet'sT)  pp t858-888(manUSC Pt *"***" ™  ^ 83' aft6r revision 

BUSHUYEV, V.D. and NAATS, I.E., Atmospheric Optics Institute SiWi 
Department, USSR Academy of Scienc institute, Siberi an es 

which relates the time variation In the »„MM , l  ki"etlcs ^nation, 
na»ie parameters of the at»„sPh^^S^gZ^Z*™??  " them°dy- 
estimated based on optical ^«ni,«,  tnererore allows these parameters to be 
aspects of this problem related to Hi T**1»**'    This article studies a few 
by optical method's and" echnique °0ftnlTsilTTf'lTl^  dT ^^t* 
optical sounding of atmospheric aerosol *«!«„?• °?tical data. Methods of 
mation of the particle-size spectra iL        a^llc^  to studies of transfor- 
mer the aeroso? kinetL^K quite^u^T'^Lure^'r"? ^^ 6: 5 Russian, 1 Western. regular. Figures 4; references 
[10-6508] 
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UDC 551.521.3 

SsOL^E^ENEITIEf "^ ^^ CAÜSED BY ™*™**  ATMOSPHERIC 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR:  FIZIKA ATMOSFERY I OKEANA in Russian 

a7ra?Q 
8' AU8 85 (nanuscriPt received 6 Jan 83, after revision 30 Oct 84) pp 841-848 

GYNGAZOV, S.A., KAVKYANOV, S.I. and KREKOV, G.M., Atmospheric Optics 
Institute, Siberian Division, USSR Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] In most cases statistical information on the optical parameters 
mS^   !P  ? USeVn calculatin8 the operating quality of optical radar 
(lidar) systems is rather general. Large-scale fluctuations in atmospheric 

iü'ÜÜIf"? USUa 7 havV±gnifiCant variati™ coefficients, the fluctuations 
in optical parameters of the atmosphere in some cases reaching significant 

S 1S
;H TC? ?"!! the USe °f the n0rmal law t0 ascribe the fluctuations 

of positively defxned parameters is impossible. This article gives the 

otlllTTJj,  TrTl0T  f0r'the mean V3lue and «"Nation functions of an 
"V    signal under such conditions, comparing the results obtained 

f?LT^   ? °58 "uctua^ons- ^ distribution of fluctuations in a lidar 
signal is analyzed. A sample analysis demonstrates that the distribution of 

atmo^L^8nal " r85 CritlCal Wlth reSpeCt t0 Spatial distribution of the atmospheric aerosol, deviations of the distribution from the log normal 

Wth of th^r SCaJf °* Spatia* heterogeneities comparable'with the 
nng«nof    lidar Path* F1Sures 4, references 9 Russian. IJ.U-05U8J 

UDC 551.524.4 

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL STRUCTURE OF TEMPERATURE FIELD IN ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE 

toTTl ^TlA TT11  NAU? SSSR:  FIZIKA A^SFERY I OKEANA in Russian Vol 21, No 8, Aug 85 (manuscript received 26 Dec 83) pp 816-823 

of Screes7* and K0PR0V' B-M" Atm0Spheric *^s  Institute, USSR Academy 

[Abstract] A study is made of variation of asymmetry and excels as a f,m„im 

^^ndtSatL^f"6 'l *  ^ "^ **^^i*£%? 

found with nonequilibrium stratification for «ii Ail.cemperature f,ield 1S 

rf Itude of a! inte™! .^"^SSlSLÜkSSTJJ^ ?" "*" °£ 
references 8: 5 Russian, 3 Western. ' zaöles z> 
[10-6508] 
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ÜDC 550.433+550.388 

RESONANT PHENOMENA IN SEISMOIONOSFHERIC INTERACTIONS 

Moscow IZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR: FIZIKA ZEMLI in Russian No 6, Jun 85 
(manuscript received 31 Aug 83) pp 5-8 

GOKHBERG, M.B., BULOSHNIKOV, A.M., GUFELD, I.L. and LIPEROVSKIY, V.A 
Earth Physics Institute imeni O.Yu. Shmidt, USSR Academy of Sciences' 

[Abstract] A model of an equivalent oscillating circuit is used to study 
seismoionospheric oscillations excited by sources of current located within 
the earth s crust during tectonic movements associated with earthquakes. 
Fractures of the crust are considered to form sources of current several tens 
of kilometers in length.  These sources induce electrical discharges at the 
earth s surface. The appearance of secondary effects in the ionosphere may 
be related to excitation of natural oscillations of the local earth- 
ionosphere circuit as a result of large-scale seismic processes. Excitation 
of natural oscillations of this circuit is the only possible cause of 
notable heating and supplementary ionization of the ionosphere in such cases. 
Changes in the slope angle of magnetic lines of force to the horizon or in 
the plane of the magnetic meridian relative to the electric field line of 
the seismic source are not considered in the analysis presented here. 
Figure 1, references 6: 5 Russian, 1 Western. 
[14-6508] 

ÜDC 517.9:621.373.826 

QUALITATIVE METHODS IN PHYSICS OF LASER HEATING OF METALS IN AIR 

PPS1W6-1053TIYA AKADEMI1 MUK SSSR:  FIZIKA in Russian Vol 49, No 6, Jun 85 

S^Tv,V;\GALfTI0N°V' V'A" KIRICHENK0, N.A., KURDYUMOV, S.P. and 
Sf M'  i ;,?6nerf P?yS±CS Institute' USSR Academy of Sciences; Applied 
Mathematics Institute imeni M.V. Keldysh, USSR Academy of Sciences 

J™nn^a^] ^ combustion of metals under the influence of radiation, an 
important problem in laser thermochemistry, is examined. The solution of this 
E£ llT1Z,ed  3 detalled Study 0f linear boundary-value problems of a 
Zlllt I<      al  tyPe' /he StUdy made U possible t0 cl«ify the most important 
of til  hiltia:PeftS °f 'r" heating °f metals in the air- A «tudy was'made 
?L!-e^!at^8 °f.a. netal.sample occupying a half-space Z>/0 by a beam of i_OQ,. ,. ,. ..w  . , r-- wv.v.uFy4.uB a  naxr-space z >, o by a beam of 
laser radiation with a stipulated intensity distribution, the parameters I 
and rQ determining the amplitude and effective width of he beam A sjs em° 
of equations is written for the change in the temperature of ma^er  ?he 

on°?he ':: °f the te^peratUre fläLd in matter are 5ePendent to a hJgh degree 
on the presence or absence of stationary solutions of the system of equations 
(boundary-value problem). The principal properties of stationary stages "re 
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examined and the four principal results of study of stationary states are 
given (a review of earlier work by F. V. Bunkin and his colleages: 
KVANTOVAYA ELEKTRON., Vol 9, 1982; Vol 11, 1984; DAN SSSR, Vol 279, 1984). 
This is followed by an examination of conditions for the monotonic and 
nonmonotonic stability limits and the existence of a stability boundary. 
This analysis of the principal properties of the temperature field in the 
three-dimensional problem of the laser heating of a metal sample revealed 
that in all cases there is a stability boundary. It was found that the be- 
havior of the boundary and bifurcation of stationary solutions is slightly 
dependent on the specific details of the radiation intensity distribution and 
the nonlinearity structure. Procedures are given for generalizing the results, 
When more realistic models are considered than that considered in the article, 
the fundamental equations must be supplemented and the initial boundary-value 
problem must be modified. It must be taken into account that processes at 
the sample surface have their specific characteristic times. It is demon- 
strated that there is a stability limit above which stationary states do not 
exist. Figures 4; references 14: 13 Russian, 1 Western. 

UDC 535.21:541.11:541.14 

BIFURCATIONS, CATASTROPHES AND STRUCTURES IN LASER THERMOCHEMISTRY 

MOS^/Ifn«TIYA AKADm11  NAÜK SSSR; FIZIKA in Russian Vol 49, No 6, Jun 85 
RP 1.UJ4—J.UOÖ 

5FL«£^FE2S' N'A- and LUmNCHUK* B-s- General Physics *»«»*•. 
iur'nf^L The h^t0ry °J  dev*loPment of I«»« thermochemistry is reviewed. 
During 1984 more than a hundred studies in this field were published. There 
*™    reasons forsuch vi8°rous development in this field: thermochemical 
?S™ T "I  eXtTel? widesPreadJ broad practical introduction of laser 
thermochemistry; the close relationship of this- field and fundamental scienti- 

W^LTH,
171118

 
St the f°refr°nt °f P"^nt-day "search in physics! T 

fundamental discovery was that virtually any chemical medium in which the self- 
organization phenomenon is initially absent acquires a capacity for self- 
organization if it is placed in a field of laser radiation. The range of 

?d^T/ealt r±th **  i3Ser the™°<*emistry *- constantly expanding8 New 
ideas and new objects of research are appearing. Each passing year it is be- 
coming more difficult to select from the literature those studio which are 

reviewed  V°< ^ ^^  devel°Pme«t «f laser thermochemistry Ihis 
review and analysis of the literature is a further continuation of earlier 

Vol 47, p 2000, 1983; Vol 48, p ull]  1984) SI 'new artlcL ±s  ? ^ ^ 

5irectlV°ted J°-the refltS ^ "-arch in whL thl au ho  themselves* ^ 
S willS;»iSrS/Äf 'TSt  10 Publicatio- by the authors arTlIsed in the bibliography). This is in essence a review of the qualitative aspects of 
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heating of matter in the case of surface absorption of laser radiation.  It 
is clear that new types of qualitative behavior appear when laser radiation 
acts on transparent media, when the absorption coefficient is not too great 
and radiation penetrates a sufficiently great depth in matter. Under the 
influence of radiation there is a change in the optical characteristics of 
matter (absorption and refraction coefficients) and the conditions for the 
propagation of radiation in the medium change. This sort of problem in laser 
thermochemistry has a number of specific aspects in comparison with tradition- 
al problems in nonlinear optics. Figures 4; references 48: 40 Russian, 
8 Western. 
[411-5303] 

UDC 539.4 

SOME RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ICE COVER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

Moscow MEKHANIKA TVERDOGO TELA in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 85 (manuscript 
received 4 Apr 84) pp 182-191 

YEPIFANOV, V.P., Moscow 

[Abstract] The dynamics of a number of fundamental ice cover processes has 
never been fully clarified.  These involve determination of stress and 
strain curves, influence of different factors on the mechanical properties 
of ice and methods for determining the mechanical properties of the ice cover. 
The in situ and laboratory experiments described in this article constitute 
some contribution to the needed clarification. The materials presented sug- 
Sll  ^at the ice cover can be regarded as a plate of nonuniform thickness 
without clearly expressed interfaces but with substantially different 
mechanical properties (density, structure and temperature of the layers) 
When determining mechanical characteristics of the ice cover it is not air 
temperature which is of such great importance as the temperature distribution 
in the ice thickness, which (all other conditions being equal), is determined 

L V^hlf0ry °f mUltlday alr te*Pe«ture changes.8Any model represent" 
tion of the ice cover as a uniform plate is inadequate.  In the ice cover 

stantlv'.Ln^n^f?^115^11111 °f the stressed-strained state (there are con- 
u  /     8   ldS °f stresses» strains and temperatures); moreover, 

SSSSr °f ^rT acComPan±es formation of fissures. Due to the great non- 
uniformity of the ice cover there will be an asymmetric shape of the stress 

tSr^M  ^ C3Se' f°r May P"ctlcal Problems^ mechanical properties of 
the thin upper layer of the ice cover are of decisive importance. Se method 

be uJr™ *™f Vnd6nH SUPElled Wlth a P^oelectricPacc"eromet« caf 
TLT7L        T y   f ?dylng the Bechani"l properties of the ice cover, but 
till  ^e/echan*fm of ^s destruction.  In particular, using interchangeable 
«En? JS P°   U t0 SlmUlate lnt««**°» between the ice cover and 
engineering structures. Figures 12, tables 1; references 8: 7 Russian, 1 

[375-5303] 
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ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 

DEEP ANTARCTIC BORING YIELDS ANCIENT SAMPLES 

Moscow WORLD SERVICE in English 

if6f JnnS°VieleXPertS b°ring in the ^«"ic have reached the record mark 
or ^,200 m. The samples they obtained contain microscopic bubbles of air 
bacteria, volcanic ash and space dust about 110,000 years old. As researchers 
study them they obtain more information to clarify the hypothesis of the 
origin of life on earth. 

/9716 
CSO:  1865/28 
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IL-14 PLANES DETERMINE ARCTIC ICE CHARACTERISTICS 

Moscow TASS in English 1141 GMT 23 Aug 85 

[Text] Leningrad.  Specialists of the Soviet Ice Reconnaissance Service who 
started today the strategic survey of the Soviet Arctic sector are to fly over 
a territory of 5 million square kilometers between the Eurasian coast and 
the central polar basin. 

The task of the expedition which has at its disposal two specially equipped 
"IL-14" planes is to draw up maps of the distribution of ice fields and to 
forecast probable conditions for autumn navigation along the Northern Sea 
Route—the shortest navigable sea lane connecting northern European ports and 
the Pacific Ocean. By the end of the month planes of the ice reconnaissance 
service will fly hundreds of hours over the Arctic and will cover many thou- 
sands of kilometers.  It is planned to fly to the North Pole—the top of the 
globe, in order to drop mail to polar explorers on the drifting research sta- 
tions "North Pole—26" and "North Pole-27." 

Ice reconnaissance has become an indispensable part of the scientific explora- 
tion of the Arctic and of practical navigation along the Northern Sea Route— 
the longest national sea lane.  Hydrologists have developed a method of the 
accurate measurement from the plane of the strength, age and state of the ice 
cover.  Ice reconnaissance planes annually cover hundreds of thousands of 
kilometers.  They make strategic surveys of the route, do the tactical 
reconnaissance by flying in front of convoys, give take-off orders to helicop- 
ters stationed on icebreakers.  Ice reconnaissance ensured the success of the 
voyage by the "Arktika" nuclear-powered icebreaker to the North Pole in 
August 1977, helped pilot out dozens of ships caught in heavy ice off the 
Chukotka coasts two years ago and made it possible to start nearly round-the- 
year navigation in the Kara Sea. 

Today ice reconnaissance pilots rely not only on their experience, but also on 
sophisticated instruments which are capable of determining ice characteristics 
from high altitude, in the darkness of the polar night, under any weather 
conditions.  The new multi-purpose plane "AN-74" will soon be put into service 

SH J8 f V±C« 5' WU1 ^ 3ble t0 fly With 3 Wheel 0r a skl undercarriage and to take off from unprepared ground and drifting ice. 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/28 
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ANTARCTIC RESEARCHERS 

Moscow TASS in Russian 1353 GMT 16 Nov 85 

=1 Ü3lIS KS ~SF 

which has hegun earlier il-M t&lL^^Ä"'«'* Vr* 

research groop and aviation soeciaMsS    T^"8 °° rU°"erS'   «ansporting the 
ceive the flyLg Uoorato™ aircrSt      is,        "* " 8qUip  the ""strip to%_ 
Vostoa station.8 Several™ „nvo^ SS^cStSf J." "V  "? 

the iatast of the Soviet ..ScJÄt ol^Äf^g f^?""' 

/9716 
CSO:     1865/80 
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31ST SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 

Moscow DOMESTIC SERVICE in Russian 1800 GMT 22 Sep 85 

[Summary] The 31st Soviet Antarctic Expedition is preparing for the long 
journey to Antarctica, where participants will conduct major scientific and 
transport operations. Around 1,300 scientists of various kinds have been 
involved in it. They will engage in observations in the field of aerometeo- 
rology, geophysics, glaciology, oceanography, biology and other earth sciences. 
Crossings of the continents by trains of sleds and tracked vehicles and research 
into a new method of building moorings on ice barriers are planned.  "Col- 
leagues from the GDR will stay on to winter at the seven permanent Soviet 
south polar stations in addition to our scientists." 

/9716 
CSO: 1865/28 
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ANTARCTIC CRUISE PLANS OF RESEARCH SHIPS »VIZE* AND 'ZUBOV.' 

Moscow VODNYY TRANSPORT, 21 Nov 85 p 4 

[Article by G. Bregman] 

[Excerpt] The scientific ship "Professor Vize," which is enlisted in the 31st 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition (SAE), is on its way from Leningrad to the south- 
ern oceans, for the 13th time. A motor ship of the same type, the "Professor 
Zubov, will soon leave the Neva harbor.  It will be making its 12th Antarctic 
cruise. 

"These vessels' long voyages are connected, as before, with learning more 
about natural processes and phenomena occurring in the Far South," related 
N. Kornilov, deputy director of the Arctic and Antarctic Scientific Research 
Institute, in an interview with our correspondent. "A special scientific 
program, Polyarnyy eksperiment-Yug' (POLEKS-Yug), was drafted at our 
institute. This program inaugurated a new stage in the comprehensive study 
of the vast area of waters of the southern oceans, beginning in 1975. 

I'ÜJ'MI* ?* P3S^ v° rSrS' ParticiPants in cruises of the 'Professor Vize» 
and Professor Zubov' have studied energy exchange and large-scale interaction 
between the ocean and the atmosphere, the structure and dynamics of ^e 
^H?If  Circumpolar Current, the mechanism of formation of bottom and inter- 
mediate waters and their role in the ocean's global circulation, features of 
hydrologic and ice conditions, floor relief, biological resources... 

"Soviet scientists and seamen will now operate in a region that is com- 
pletely new to them.  It is the western part of.the Pacific sector of the 

ttea!xn1d;tl
Under the CT^d f  CaptainS YU- »"»i-trov and V.  Szolin the expeditionary vessels 'Professor Vize' and 'Professor Zubov' will visit 

this region at two stages of their cruise. 

"In line with the 'POLEKS-Yug' program, hydrologic, geophysical, hydrobio- 
logical and other investigations will take place in the waLr-circuIation 
area of Ross Sea. They will be under the direction of S. Pryamikov a youns 
polar oceanographer.  In difficult navigation conditions, the vests' crew! 
will support not only,diverse studies but also transport operations at a 
ber of permanent Soviet scientific bases located in various places on the 
Antarctic coast, in line with the plans of the 31st IS " 

a num- 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865/91 
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WORK OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ICEBREAKER 'SHMIDT' DESCRIBED 

Moscow SOVETSKAYA ROSSIYA, 29 Oct 85 p 4 

[Article by V. Pankov, correspondent (Murmansk)] 

[Excerpt] The "Otto Shmidt," flagship of the Soviet Arctic scientific re- 
search fleet and the country's first scientific research icebreaker, came off 
the slips of the Admiralty Shipbuilding Association five years ago.  It has 
S!aJ7«rarled thousands of mlles in the Arctic and has gathered unique 
scientific information in line with assignments from the Murmansk Territorial 
Administration for Hydrometeorology and Environmental Control. 

I UliTL^t    ±Cf "f eru±n the PO" °f Murmansk ^ter it had returned from a three-month cruise in the Kara Sea. 

"Our main purpose is to conduct oceanographic research in areas of the polar 

aPta£ere"Thee T^ **",  PlaC6'" '*"«  A' P« «^f. th. vessel's aJ'  ,The iceb"aker performs excellently in these areas.  It is truly a 
ship of science, equipped with the latest in technology." 

We toured the ship and looked inside its laboratories. There are 14 in all on 

ofZLf16 iCebreakT„ I\theSe labo^ories, scientists perform various Jy^s 
dftf^r 81Cai'-t

hyf°ChemiCal and ^«logic research, and process the 
intL^H f   ohtal*f>  us±n* computers. One of these laboratories is 
intended for preserving ice. A specially maintained temperature permits the 
study of Arctic ice in-natural conditions.  The lifespan of ice is Te  of 

solve?  P    riddleS WhiCh Sclentists °f the 'Otto Shmidf are tr'nglo 

the^ttf Sh^H^81^ CTain in Charge °f sci^tific work, related that 

FTD/SNAP 
/9716 
CSO: 1865 END 
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